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Notebook
About Senator Hubbard
Last week an individual called me to
ask if I would be talking with Governor
Wendell Ford anytime soon. I remarked that
I would be seeing the Governor the next day
since I would be in Frankfort to attend the
meeting of the Democratic State Central
Executive Committee and the Jackson-Jefferson Day Dinner in Frankfort.

1

Actually, now even Hubbard has assumed an aura of persecution whenever the
facts of political life come home to roost in
his bailiwick.
The other night on television, in a news
report from Frankfort discussing reapportionment of Hubbard's senatorial district
Hubbard said: "They're trying to punish me
for voting against them."
I was astonished at the temerity of the
statement, for I would hope that Hubbard
votes for his constituents and according to
the dictates of his conscience and not
AGAINST anybody. I thought we voted for
a man with the courage of his convictions
and not for a fellow who has to prevail on the
sympathy of his constituents to defend his
voting record.

Gary Williamson Is
Cerebral Palsy Leader
William H, McCann, president of United Cerebral Palsy
of Kentucky, announced today
that Gary Williamson will serve
as the Fulton County chairman
for the 1972 United Cerebral
Palsy telethon'which will be
telecast March 4 and 5 aver
KENS-TV, Ch. 12, Cape (drardeau, Mo.
Mr. Williamson, who ispresident of the Browder Milling
Company and vice-president of
the Fulton Jaycees, will head
the Fulton County phase of the
appeal which is conducting the
18 1/2 hour telecast.
•We certainly are pleased to
have someone of Mr. William-

son's standing in the community
to head the campaign in Fulton
County,"
Mr. McCann said.
'I am sure that with people
such as Mr. Williamson working
with us the campaign will be a
success.'
The telethon will begin at
10:30 p.m. Saturday March 4
and continue until 5 p.m. Sunday March 5.
Mr. Williamson, in addition
to coordinating all facets of the
local participation, will be responsible for recruiting volunteers to assist the organization
in the fund drive. He urged
residents of Fulton County to
contact the Fulton Jaycees.

HE IS THE SPONSOR OF SENATE
BILL NO. 113, A BILL THAT WOULD
AUTOMATICALLY GRANT PAY INCREASES TO CIRCUIT JUDGES,JUDGES
OF THE COURT OF APPEALS, COMMISSIONERS OF THE COURT OF APPEALS,
ET AL.

Nobody in Frankfort can understand
why Hubbard later became so incensed over
Ford's pay bill, when Hubbard himself was
in a right generotis mood almost simultaneously with Administration leaders!
Nor is it easy to understand why Hubbard recently removed his name from
SB113, but not much!
Some Frankfort wags say that it just
got too obvious, even for Hubbard, to play
footsyvith the courts and at the same time
pretend that he was the great white hope of
the lowly taxpayers.
Hubbard is a lawyer, you know.
Continued on page 2

Fulton Bulldogs
Win Tourney
At Hickman

— vetoed the acquisition of the old Coca-Cola
plant as a facility for a new city hall.
The proposed purchase of
Felton's abandoned Coca-Cola
plant, for use las a multi-purpose city servicesbuilding was
vetoed at Monday night's city
commission meeting. The building svould have housed the
ed-rs police arid fire dew:mm(1)19: a city hall; jail and
city courts.
Rejection of the proposed
purchase came after several
members t'oict'd
•:•ir."tg disapproval over the

e4x,1 'of tile rent:motion of the
building, 'located at the intersection of U. S. highetly ss and
Kentucky Avenue.
City
Engineer Jim Hofft.
who Iraas been conducting
study on the feasibility of parchasing the property, revered
that the structure and land
would cost almost $179.000.
Comnoissioner
C. R. Bennett
pelted out that for that much
money, the edv could build a

completely new domplex.
Mayor and acting City Manager Nelson Tripp turned the
matter back to the City Hall
toinmittee. a group of citizens
Inaking into where to put a new
City Hall and city services
complex.
'Mayor Tripp was asked if any
other sites are under consideration at the present time. He
Mid The News that other sites
"ere coming under scrutiny by
the City Hall Study Committee,
but that the locatiosisiVould net
be made public until "something more definite- had been
decided upon. '
Tripp says those locations, if
made public, would skyrocket
land values and inake acquisition of the nedeecl land "almost
prohibitive."
But the need for a new
building was strongly re-emphasized by City Engineer
Hufft. llufft pointed to the age
and condition of the present
City Mall, and to the need for
more space to house a new fire
truck, which the city purchased
from the American -Fire Equipment Company in Louisville in
Jamiary.
Mayor Tripp jokingly told
commission members, "if we
don't find a new building for
the fire truck, We'll have to
slick it in ta tent eomewhere,
until a new building can he acquired, or built."
In a 35 page report, released
:Monday night, Hutft said the
Coca-Cola plant was adequate
-in size for what the city needed
and that for its age, the building is in good condition. The
report concluded. linsvever, that

The Fulton Bulldogs defeated
Western last Saturday night at
tbe Hickman Elementary Gym
to win the 8th grade county
championship. Fulton Jumped
out to an early lead and Western was never able to catch up.
In the consolation game the
defeated
Wildcats
Hickman
Cayce 46-26 to win third place.
Fulton, in a first round game
Thursday night, defeated Hickman 29-28. The score was
tied 28-28 when afoul was called
on Hickman with one second
remaining. Patton, who turned
in a fine performance, converted and that was the ballgame.
Western, also in a first round
game, played exceptionally well
Is winning over Cayce 59-40.
(Continued on page 6)
The championship game was
expected to be closer than it
was. Fulton, with Patton leading
tie way, got an early lead and
isua never seriously threatened.
Jean Turner
• KW&lieseem
• Western had a poor shooting
eight and did not control the
boards as was expected. The
tournament was a success as
witnessed by the large turnout
of fans. Parents and students
First District High School
are to be commended for the
basketball tournament action
enthusiasm and sportmanship
The valedictorian and salushown during the tournament. tatorian of the 1972 graduating Leaders of America; president gets underway tonight(Thurs4-H
club;
member Future day) at Fulton County High
class at Fulton County High
Homemakers
In the
of
America; School in Hickman.
School have been named. They
member
History
Club, sopho- opening contest, the Pilots of
are Keith Menees, Route 4,
Fulton County square off against
more
year;
delegate
girl's
to
Hickman, named valedictorian
state; and was elected toSenior the Hickman County Falcons,
with a 97.57 grade average, and
Hall of Fame. Jean is 17 years the winner ofthat contest assurJean Turner, daughter of Mr.
old, likes to paint as a hobby, ed a berth in the First Regionand Mrs. Lewis Turner, Route
and plans to attend the Uni- al tournament, which open next
The annual Fulton County
2, Hickman, named salutatorian
versity of Tennessee at Mar- week_In Murray.
bankers Agricultural and Home with
a 94.65
grade
point tin to study nursing.
Friday night's game sees the
Economics awards dinner will average.
Fulton City Bulldogs, ranked
be next Monday evening, March
Keith is co-editor of the anlast in the District, against
6 at the Holiday Inn in Fulton.
nual; president Beta club; memdistrict-leading Carlisle Counber
Future
Teachers
of
Traditionally, the occasion
ty. That game will also begin
America; an honor graduate;
is devoted to reviewing and
at '7:30 p.m.
saluting the outstanding records was a delegate to boy's state;
In the tourney finale Saturday
winner
of
the
soil
conservaTrooper Walter Adcox, dir- night, the winner of the Fulton
of Fulton Countians in the fields
tion contest sophomore andjun- actor
of
educational programs City-Carlisle
of agriculture and home econCounty
game
omics during the preceding for years, chosen outstanalfg for the Department of Safety, meets the winner of the F'ulhigh school student, 1971, and will show a film on "The
year.
Way too
County-Hickman County
1972; chosen most likely to Drugs Affect the Human
Body" contest to determine the first
succeed; appears in Who's Who at the Rush Creek Methodist district basketball champion.
Among High School Students; Church on Sunday
TICKETS ON SALE
night, March Both the winner and runnerTickets are now on sale for and was chosen a senior fav- 12.
up travel to Murray for the first
the Chamber of Commerce an- orite. Keith is 1'7 years old
Mr. Adcox will also have in- region tournament which begins
nual dinner to be held 'Monday, and plans to study pre-med- teresting displays depicting the March 8 and runs through March
March 13, at the Park Terrace. icine at Murray State Univer- various kinctS of drugs on the 10th at the Murray State Field
market today.
Tickets are $3.00 and may be sity in the fall.
House.
Jean is also co-editor of the
The public is invited to attend
purchased at the Chamber of
Tickets for the first district
annual, secretary of the Beta this important
Commerce office.
meeting which tournaments may be purchased
Club; member Future Business begins at '7 p.m.
at the door.

Award Dinner
Will Be Monday

SB113, Hubbard's pay bill, was introduced ON THE SAME DAY, JANUARY 21,
as was SB111, the bill which gives Ford the
permission, not the legal mandate, to raise
salaries of certain governmental officials.

Hard To Unclerstanct

The Fulton City Commission met in regular
session Monday night and

Tournament
Underway At
Fulton County High School Hickman
Names Top Senior Students

Perhaps what triggered my disgust at
Hubbard's pious defense of his vote against
the Ford administration's pay raise is that
not at any time has Hubbard ever uttered a
word that—

SEI 113-Downing, Moloney, Johnson, Baker,
V.; Baker,
V.;
Billings,
Cornett,
Farris,
Freeman,
Friend,
Garrett,
Gentry,
Hicks,
Harris,
Hubbard,
Ruddleston,
Knuckles, Logan, Majors,
Middleton,
Hiller,
Mobley,
Murphy,
Palmer,
Plummer,
Reichert,
Ross,
Sheehan, Sullivan, Walters, White, Yocom
Amend
KRS
64.497 to increase
the
salary of each judge
of
the Court of
Appeals from
$26,000 to $29,500
per
year; increase
the salary
of
each
commissioner
of
the Court
of Appeals
from $22,500 to $28,500 per year; amend
KRS 64.499 to increase the salary of
each circuit
judge from
$17,500
to
$27,500 per
year;
provide
that such
salary be inclusive of
rather than
in
addition
to compensation for service as
special commissioners of
the
Court of
Appeals.
Jan 21-to Appropriations and Revenue

by R. Paul Wesipheling UI

— voted to impose an "occupational" license
on owners of rental property;

.Hubbard's Own Pay Bill

Hubbard's pay bill, when passed by the
General Assembly, as it will be, makes the
increases mandatory. Ford may use discretion; Hubbard raises the salaries, period . ..
or maybe I should say question mark.
Here's the Bill:

Commission Hikes Garbage Rates;
Hints Al New Site for City Hall

— hinted that a site has been selected for the
new city hall;

JUNKED AGAIN: This is an architect's drawing of what the old Coca-Cola bottling company
would have looked like had it been converted into a Fulton City Services complex. No
cost was given for the architect's rendering above, but the city Monday night paid a statement for more than $4800 for a drawing of plans for a new city hall at the Kitty League
Park, which have also been Junked.

Number 9

tesInG

— voted to increase the rates on garbage collection in residential and business areas;

To which my caller replied: "You'd better tell Ford he's in trouble if he doesn't stop
picking on Carroll Hubbard because he(Hubbard) voted against the administration-backed pay raise for high level state employees.'
Needless to say that I was somewhat
amused to get the call, but not quite. For this
isn't the first time that some local resident
has called me in defense of Carroll Hubbard,
as if an individual were being sacrilegious to
disagree with this enigma from Graves County.
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Thursday, March 2, 1972

Trooper To Show
Films On Drugs

PARKS GRANT FOR FULTON is being accepted from Governor Wendell Ford by Mrs. Paul Westpheling, editor of the Hickman Courier and the Fulton News. The Fulton Parks Commission made the request of Governor Ford in order to seek professional assistance in designing a perks and beautification program for Fulton.

Turner's jug manufacturing plant is Fulton's newest industry
Fulton's newest industry has pretty much escaped public notice or fanfare until this week,
and there are probably good reasons.
It doesn't occupy a giant building; in fact it
is located in a compact corner of a larger building
on Fourth Street across the creek from the Turner Dairies Inc. of Fulton. The only suspicion that
something "out of the ordinary" exists in that
area has been the construction of a special covered passageway over Harris Fork creek between
the new industry and the Milk Company bottling
alit refrigeration plant.
But a new industry it is, and presently even
Memphis doesn't have one like it, nor does any
community north as far as St. Louis.
The new plastic-Jug manufacturing facility of the Turner
Milk Company, in operation for
three months now, represents
an investment of some $250,000
and turns out some 40,000 of
the plastic gallon-size Jugs a
week. It has a capability, operating 7 days a week on a daily
24-hour shift, of producing 133000 Jugs a week! At present
Turner
Dairies is utilizing
practically all of the production, but the Corporation anticipates the day when it may
be running at full capacity and
selling its surplus Jugs to any
industry that wants to package
its product in this sturdy, light-

weight, easily-disposable"contaMer of the future.'
"We always have been last
on everything, we wanted to be
first on something,'commented
general manager "Dub" Burnette to this reporter last week.
"With this new polyethylene
plastic container-making machine, we feel that we are the
most up-to-date in the business,' added Mr. Burnette,
commenting
that "there is
little doubt that the plastic container is the container of the
future for the milk Industry.'
The new manufacturing plant
is almost entirely automated.

Basically, of course, it supplies gallon Jugs to the Turner
Milk marketing organization,
which serves Western Kentucky
as far north as Paducah and
Western Tennessee down to
Memphis.
HOW IT WORKS
As a raw material, plastic
is in the form of tiny, hard,
white oval-shaped beads. Once
the polyethylene Is heated it is
then dropped into the blowmolding machine that manufactures
four
Jugs
simultaneously.
These containers travel on a
conveyor belt at the rate of 26
Jugs per minute (40,000 a week)
where they are trimmed or cut
to proper size.
The bottle necks are stamped
in blue or red ink with brand
names. Several familiar brands
include: Ryan, E.W. James,
Red-White, Turner 2% and Turner, Sunshine 2% and Sunshine,
Bi-Rite, (GA, and Sunset Gold.
The marked containers move
through a closed-In tunnel to
the company annex where the
bottles are filled, capped, and
packed for shipping. The Pure
Milk Company also bottles
homogenized milk in half-gallon paper containers as well
as the plastic jugs, butter milk,
skimmed milk, and half-pints
BLOWMOLDING MACHINE fat end of line of jugs) has just dropped four 91fmming-w4tite new
of homogenized milk and choc1
2 seconds will drop four
olate milk.
hies onto the line and began another revolution that in another 9/
Any containers that are immore, as line automatically moves slowly away from moulds to m•initain room for oncoming
(Continued on page 6)
crop.

NOTEBOOK—
continued from page one

Do You Remember This?
From Our Picture Album

More Money For Lawyers
But the increases for judges, commis,. sioners, etc. is not the only legislation HObard has introduced that would 'cost immensely more, over the years, than Ford's
pay bill.
SB42, the very first bill introduced by
, Hubbard during this session of the General
. Assembly seeks a new circuit judgeship,
and a new commonwealth attorney's position, exclusively for HUBBARD'S GRAVES
COUNTY.
Some estimates indicate that this will
cost approximately $125,000 to $150,000 a
; year, from now on, forever. Another $600,- 000 every four years of our tax money in
Fulton, Hickman Carlisle and Marshal counties, just to benefit Graves County. Ford
-doesn't have to give pay increases . . but
can you imagine ever doing away with a
. court.
•
Oh, I know all about how crowded the
. courts are supposed to be, and how criminals need more justice, and all that mumbo.jumbo. But why not a judgeship in one of the
other counties in Hubbard's district?
Simple!!! Hubbard isfrom Graves County.

•

I

Notes and News From—

Haws Memorial

Mrs. Lillie McGinnis has a
right to beam over her great
granddaughter, Brandi Lea Wilson, don't you think? Brandi
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Curtis Wilson. Mrs. McGinnis

artodged the plaque just for this
elite little
Mary Ann Fields and Marion
Walker came out to Haws Monday morning to help us with our

1

There's nothing like being unprepared on a Monday morning.
It surely is nice to know people
who aren't. Thanks, Nancy,
We wish a speedy recoveryTo
Helen and we're glad our friend
Mrs. Lacey Herrington is out
of the hospital.
This is our Bookmobile Wednesday. Mary Lou Blackstone
always has some good and
selections from
thoughtful
which to choose.
Birthday greetings to Mrs.
Josie Moser, Friday March 3k.,
and to Mr. Harry George, Saturday March 9.

artodge. They brought us some
Interesting pictures and wood.
We can certainly use both. We
enjoyed chatting while we artodged.
We almost didn't have aworkWe are looking forward to
shop that morning, but thanks
to Nancy Fossett, she saved the next Tuesday, the Tri County

Homemakers and a party. All
having March
patients
the
birthdays Will be the honored
guests.
Next Sunday we will enjoy
hospital. So several phone calls
Nancy
hearing the SmithStreet Church
remembered
we
later
saying her daughter Leslie had of Christ singers. It is always

day, We were out of our artodge
and planned to get some from
Helen Allen. We called and were
sorry to hear that she's in the

some and yes we could use it. a pleasure to hear them.

And There's Morel
Other Hubbard tax-biting legislation:

There's SB56 that grants income tax deductions for retirement pay for Federal Civil
.Service and military personnel. What about
state employees, municipal employees, etc.?
— SB137: Exempt from sales tax tangible personal property sold or used by any
political subdivision of the state. What about
city and county subdivisions?
— SB147: In effect increase the amount
tax paid when buying a new or used
sales
of
car, or transferring auto property.
—SB186: Increase the salaries of jurors
•
in courts at various levels. Also to set added
costs in circuit court cases.
These bills were the ones introduced by
• Hubbard up through February 25. There is
still more time to introduce more bills that
will dig into your pocket bosik.and mine.,
Hubbanthi.s..thttoduceil very little legislation in this session that would directly
assist the rank and file taxpayers in his district. Anyone wishing to see the latest copy
of the Legislative Record may do so by corning to my office, either in Fulton or in Hickman.

We're Being Punished
Nobody is punishing Senator Carroll
Hubbard But Hubbard's constituents are
taking a brutal beating in being represented
by a man who apparently believes what
Barnum didn't . . . that you can't fool all of
the people all of the time.

that had-been
Ermon Workman (right) holds his cup after grinning the championship with his calf
Harper, UK Beef expert.
given to him the year before by Dr. Ward Bushart, canter. At heft is Ray
Bushart has long been a
who was a judge in the competition. Picture is about 20 years old. (Dr.
prominent bull shipper in this area).
Mrs. Lillie McGinnis and grand-daughter Brandi Lea Wilson

FULTON'S

jhrsicy Conner
EY LUCY DANIEL
Something interesting in new
books received at the Fulton
Library this week.
BLACK COACH, by Pat Jordan. This is the story of Burlington, North Carolina, its
people, and the conflicts which
arose when Cicero Abraham
Frye, the white head football.
coach at the town's predominately white Walter Williams
High School, was replaced by
Jerome Evans a black. Would
players and assistant
the
coaches take orders from this
man, or would Frye manage to
before the
Evans
destroy
school year even began? Would
of the
night
warm
first
the
the
bring
season
football
townsfolk out to cheer or to
see
riot? Read this book and
what happened.

of international intrigue and
suspense begins when a U.S.
spy satellite is captured by the
Russians, and they release its
startling photographs, revealing it to be a dangerous spy
ship. A young reporter assigned
story, Gib Hubbard,
to the
begins linking together national
political schemes and international Politics as he risks
his life following up baffling
leads in the U.S., Europe, and
behind the Iron Curtain.

THE RUNNAWAY HEART, by
Arlene Hale, Larissa Chandler
had always been proud--her
fiery hair and flashing eyes
clearly reflecting the strength
and character steeled inside
her. And now she needed all
the pride and courage she could
summon. A sudden and untimely
death, the humiliating disgrace
THE JUPITER CRISIS, by of prison, above all, the shame
William Harrinc,7ton. This tale descending on her brother whom

First Meeting
' I attended my first meeting of the DemoCratic State Central Executive Committee in
Frankfort last Saturday. I must say that in
all the years I have been interested in politics I have scarcely been in more distinguished company or among more prominent leaders in the Democratic party.
There are only 55 members of the State
Central Executive committed from over the
state. I don't mind telling you that I was certainly honored to be included in the group.
I have found out that this is the first time in
the history of Fulton County that a county
resident has been on the state committee.
I also attended the annual Jackson-Jefferson Day Dinner Saturday night. It was
entirely different from any that I have ever
attended. No long speeches, and no apparent
politicking It was a real fun affair.
I enjoyed having dinner with Shirley
Ford Dexter and her husband Bill on one side
and Katie Peden on the other. Katie sends
her regards to her many friends in the area.
She certainly was right in there pitching for
us during all the negotiations for the Carborundum plant.
Incidentally, both Katie and former
Governor Ned Breathitt told me that their
plans NOT to run for the Senate this year
are firm and unchangeable. One other person
who has been talked about as a possible
Democratic candidate is the dynamic John
Young Brown, the Kentucky Fried Chicken
executive. Brown, who was master of ceremonies for the dinner made it clear that he is
not a candidate this year either.
This John Young Brown is the rising
star in Democratic politics. Watch him! He
certainly is a young man on the go . . . and
brilliant too!

TWENTY YEARS AGO
FEBRUARY 29 1952

she loved so deeply--all this
was more than Larissa could
bear. She would have to leave
Nebraska, the flat, parched land
she had always known,the faded
gray house, the garden and barn
To recover that pride again,
she would have to search for a
new place to call home
THE FOURTH WORLD OF
THE HOPIS, by Harold Courtlender. An outstanding authority on the oral literature of many
tribal cultures, Harold CourtLander has visited and worked
among the Hopi Indians of
Northern Arizona, gathering
myths, legends, and recollections that constitute a record of
ancient Hopi life.. He says,
•apart from the excavations and
conclusions of anthropologists,
the oral tradition is the only
instrument we have for penetrating into the Hopi past. But
out of the oral tradition we get
insights into values and motivations that are not visible
in potsherds.*

Rotarians
At Work For
Easter Seals
The Fulton Rotary Club is
already at work planning the
local Easter Seal Campaign,
Hal Warren,
to
according
Chairman of the 1972 Easter
Seal Campaign in Fulton County.
The Fulton Rotary Club assumes this project annually in
an attempt to attain contributions for use by the Kentucky

**********

co/To 4,1i
Edited byJIM WARREN

Easter Seal Society for CripFRANKFORT, Ky.-Sen.
pled Children and adults. These Chris Cornett, D-Hindman, has
andtreatfunds provide care
in the
introduced a bill
ment for physically handicapped
General Assembly which he
Kentuckians.
"strike down"
Mail appeals are being sent says would
to each home in Fulton County. several Court of Appeals
upholding
The business districts will be decisions
canvassed by groups of Rotar- broad-form deeds for strip
ians headed by Group Leaders, mining coal.
Gary Williamson, L.M. McThe measure would:
Bride, Bob Bay and Steve Fry• Hold mine operators and
rear.
mineral rights holders liable to
Hunting is enjoyed by as
Mr. Warren stated, •Last surface owners for damages
many as 150,000 legally licensed year was one of our most sucby improper
caused
hunters in the course of a year cessful campaigns in many
reclamation of the land.
years.
In Ontario.
• Ban all strip and auger
mining on slopes of more than
Miss Patsy Merryman, daughter of Mr. and 14 degrees without the surface
owners' written consent.
Mrs. Walter D. Merryman, 200 West St., Fulton,
C,omett, a former circuit
Epsilon,
Pi
Alpha
Kentucky has been elected to
judge, said his bill contradicts
national honorary organization for students of "court decisions (freeing
secretarial subjects. This announcement was miners from liability to surface
owners)...and will supersede
made at a special assembly, February 19, at court
rulings...although
Christian College.
technically, legislation can't be
said to overturn court
decisions."
Opponents of efforts to
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
outlaw the broad-form deed
MARCH 4, 1927
have argued that no contract
The Fulton Elks Club has just installed a can be canceled by a state law.
But Cornett added, "It is
new $300 Orthophonic Victrola, the newest sensamy theory of the law there is
tion in the music world, one which reproduces no
contract for the purpose of
vocal music as well as instrumental music. The destroying property."

The largest amount of money ever derived
from a March of Dimes Fund drive in Fulton
County was collected during this year's campaign, Ira F. Kane, county campaign chairman
announced today. The sum of $4,312.13 was collected over the county, half of which after small
new machine is run by electricity, which elimiexpenses, will be left in this county for use for
nates
hand winding.
polio victims during the year. The total of
county
the
of
$2035.84 will remain in the coffers
treasury, Mr. Kane said.
A. C. Butts has bought several acres of AlThe awards of the Soil Conservation Essay mus Colley's farm near Chestnut Glade and after
Contest will be presented to the winners at the moving, will operate his dairy from there.
Hickman High School, Friday, February 29th, at
The Fulton Poultry Association elected the
2:45 p. m. The winners are: Follis Bennett, Fulton
High School, $25.00 Savings bond for the best following officers Monday night: T. M. Exum,
essay in the Soil Conservation district; second president; Hunter Whitesell, vice president, W.
prize, Faye Carolyn Pierce, Hickman High F. Hudson, treasurer; J. T. Watkins, secretary
School, $10.00; third prize, Betty Lou Davis, Ful- and show superintendent. Board of directors inton High School, $7.50; fourth prize, Erlie Brown, cudes J. D. Davis, Smith Atkins, A. M. Nugent,
W.R. Butt and Dr. Horace Luten. The group
Western High School, $5.00.
The winners of the $5.00 prize in each school plans to have their third annual poultry show this
are as follows: Jane Williams, Western; Robert year.
Hyland, St. Edwards School; Jane Austin, Fulton
Three extra sections of the Panama Limited
High and Virginia Hulin, Hickman High.
and two extra sections of Train No. I were rePlans for a full scale membership drive for quired Saturday night to take care of New Orthe Community Concert Association are in the leans bound traffic going to the Mardi Gras.
making this week, as Mrs. Ward Bushart, presiAn entertaining and fun-making organizadent of the organization, announced that Mrs. C.
W. Whitnel has been appointed as campaign tion, the "Patriotic Dames of '76" has been organchairman. Mrs. William McDade has been ap- ized here by the Eastern Star. Officers include
pointed co-chairman for the drive that has been grand dame, Mattie Griggs; worthy dame, Elsie
Hannephin; patriotic general, M. F. DeMyer;
planned for the week of April 7-12.
patriotic protector, A. W. Morris; patriotic exCongratulations to lovely Miss Carmen Pigue chequer, Mrs. W. J. Coulter; patriotic amanuenfor being selected Queen of the Mardi Gras Ball sis, Mrs. Bess Howard; patriotic guide, Mrs. Ida
at the Newman's Club at the University of Ken- Taylor; patriotic lookout, Mrs. Calla Latta; patritucky. Miss Pigue represented Chi Omega sorori- otic watchout, Mrs. Foster Edwards; patriotic
ty, of which she' is a popular member.
pianist, Mrs. Rebecca McWherter.

**

NEST
and public acsolitnisliatiiins
under the meanie,:
Since
human rights
commissions in other states
have found that their caseloads
grew with the advent of
sex-discrimination legislation,
Senator Davis's bill includes
requests for $60,000 during
the biennium to handle the
expected increase.
The most opposition to the
bill is expected to come from
the Kentucky horse-racing
industry which believes
off-track betting would cut
both attendance and betting at
tracks.
However Kieier's bill
contains two sections designed
to compensate race tracks.
They would:
* Require off-track
operations to pay out-of-state
tracks one per cent of the
gross amount wagered on races
at those tracks.
* Require off-track
handbook operators to provide
space at no charge for any
Kentucky track to operate its
own betting window.

A lobbyist for a West Coast
electronics firm which
manufactures computer voting
The Kentucky Senate's systems is pushing for
that would allow
legislation
member,
only woman
Louisville Democrat Georgia use of such systems in
Davis, introduced a bill that Kentucky elections.
Terry Holland, a registered
would prohibit age and sex
discrimination in employment. agent for Computer Election
Drafted by the Kentucky Systems, Inc., of Berkeley,
Commission on Human Rights, Calif., asked the large
the measure would include the Jefferson County legislative
words "sex" and "age between delegation to support such a
40 and 65" in sections of the bill.
state civil rights act dealing
Holland told the legislators
with employment.
an electronic system would
Sen. Lacey Smith, replace voting machines with a
D-Louisville, a co-sponsor of computer-like operation using
the bill, said he plans to offer punched cards automatically
amendments to bring, housing tabulated when the polls close.
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"Open House"
Honors Recent
Bridal Couple
Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Mac
Reams, who were married February 19 in Louisville, werethe
honored guests at an "Open
House' held Friday, February
25 at the home of Mrs.
Horace Reams . Hosts for the
occasion were Mrs. Reams,
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Reams,
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Henderson and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Wade
of Paducah.
The bride chose for the occasion a floor length gown with
black top and multi-colored
skirt.
Her corsage was of
pink carnations.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Reams,
parents of the groom, and Miss
Lee Ann Reams, his sister,
assisted in greeting the guests
and proudly introduced Brenda
to their friends.
The register was kept by Mrs,
Floyd Dedmon, maternal grandmother of groom. The hosts
were assisted in serving by
Mrs. Wayne Lohaus, Mrs.
Larry Heath, Beth Henderson
and Janet Reams.
A white linen cloth edged with
lace covered the table which was
adorned with a centerpiece arrangement of a pink carnation
and baby's breath. Pink tapers
burned in branched silver candelabra and all other appointMr. and Mrs. C. F. Pennington of South
ments were of crystal and
Fulton, Tennessee are announcing the engagesilver.
Refreshments
of coffee, ment and approaching marriage of their daughpunch, wedding cake squares, ter, Teresa
Carol, to Dr. Roy Eugene Hardman of
salted pecans and mints were
San Antonio, Texas.
served

Hixson - Moyers Engagement
Foretells A June Wedding
t

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Mime
of Route 4, Fulton, Ky. are
announcing the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Patti, to Mr. Robert
C, Moyers son of Mr. and Mrs.
Arvil Movers of Fulton, Ky.
Miss Mason is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Burnette ot Fulton
and the late Mr. and Mrs. E.C.
Hixson of Georgetown. Ky.
Mr. Moyers grandparents are
the late Mr, and Mrs. Zeno
Movers of Bardwell, Ky., and
Mrs. Harry Green of Milburn,
Ky., and the late Mr. Huey
Holder.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Fulton High School and received a U.S. from Bethel College in 1969. At Bethel, she
was a member of Delta Omicron International Music Fra-

Mr.,Mrs.Bowles
Celebrated 50th
Anniversary

ternity and Gold Masquers Draa Society. Miss Hixson is nOW
aching at Cayce Elemetary
School.
Mr. Moyers was graduated
from
Hickman County High
School and attended Murray
State University. He served
four years in the United States
Navy, and he is now employed
by Weakley County Motors.
A June wedding is planned.

Mr. and Mrs. O.R. Bowles
celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary with an open house
Sunday, February 20, at their
home on Fourth Street. Over
100 guests called between the
hours of two and four.
Punch, cake, nuts and mints
were served from the dining
table which featured a central
arrangement of yellow roses in
a crystal bowl, Assisting with
the serving were Mrs. Roy McClelland, Mrs. John Henson and
Miss Diedra Bowles. Vickie
Bard presided at the guest register and Mrs. Phyllis Taylor
was at the gift table.
Out-of-town guests included:
Mr. and Mrs. R.W. Bowles and
Diedra of Cleveland, Ohio, Mr,
and Mrs. Dempsey Inc Geneva,
Illinois, Mr. and Mrs.John Wilber Mg, Suzanne and Loren, Mr.
and Mrs. Gus V. Johnson, St.
Charles, Illinois, Mr. and Mrs.
W.T. Trotter, Kansas City, Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Armstrong, Paducah, Mrs. Ches.er Myers and
family, Clinton and Mrs. Rita
Smith and family, Clinton.

DEMENT GRADUATES
Robert E. Dement, ?a, son of
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Dement,
Route 4. Fulton, graduated in
January, 1972, from United
Systems, Inc., tractor trailer
training school in Indianapolis,
Indiana. Mr. Dement is now
a certified semi driver as prescribed by the rules and regulations set forth by the Department of Transportation.

Miss Pennington, Dr. Hardman
Plan Early Spring Ceremony
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A spaghetti supper, sponsored by members of St. Edward's Catholic church in Fulton, will be given Monday night
March 6 in the parish hall of
the church basement (Si Eddings Street.
Serving will be between the
hours of 5:30 p.m.and 8:00 p.m.,
and the public is cordially invited to attend.
Adult tickets are $1.25 and
student tickets '75. The meal
will include a generous platefuL44697)10teeMitteOpaglietel prepared with imported Italian ingredients, drink and homemade dessert.
YATES NAMED
Dale Yates, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. Virgil Yates and a South
Fulton senior, was selected by
the coaches for the AL-District
team for District 24 following
the boys basketball tournament
last week at the University of
Tennessee. Yates was third in
the bat/citing on the 10-inember
teem

Maternal grandparents of the
bride-elect are Mr. and Mrs.
M.E. Dews of South Fulton and
paternal grandparents are Mrs.
Minnie Pennington and the late
J. C. Pennington of Amory,
Mississippi.
Dr. Hardman is the grandson
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Seth
Johnson and Mr.and Mrs. Frederick Hardman, of San Antonio,
Texas.
Miss Pennington graduated as
valedictorian of her South Fulton High School class, In May
1971, she graduated cum laude
from Oklahoma Baptist University In Shawnee, Oklahoma with
a Bachelor of Science Degree in
psychology and nursing.
While at OBU,she was a member of the Corbin Seskial club,
Psi Chi honorary psychology
fraternity, Bisonette Glee Club,
Student Nurses' Association,
and was listed on both the Dean
and President's Honor Roll.
She was the 19'71 recipient
of the Emma Vogel Nursing
award given each year to the
most outstanding senior nursing
major and also received the
Psychology Award for the most
outstanding senior psychology
student.
Currently , she is employed
with the Veteran's Administration Hospital in Temple. Texas.

Dr. Hardman is a graduate
of Brackenridge High School
in San Antonio, and holds an
Associate of Arts and Associate of Science degree from
San Antonio College. He received his Bachelor of Science
Degree maple cum laude, from
Trinity University in San Antonio. While at Trinity he was
a member of the Blue Key
Honor Society and Alpha Chi
Honor Society.
He received his Doctor of
Medicine Degree from the University of Oklahoma Medical
School in June 1971.
Currently he is serving a
surgical internship at Scott and
White Memorial Hospital in
Temple, TOILS.
An early spring wadding is
planned by the couple.
SPONSORS RUMMAGE SALE
The Fulton Lions Club is
sponsoring a giant rummage
sale March 16, 17 and 18 in the
store building on Lake Street
formerly occupied by Wilson's
Gun Shop, next to the Leader
Store. The proceeds will go toward improvements at the City
Park. Anyone wishing to donate clothes for this sale may
call, Prank Beadles, 472-1296,
Guy Fry, 472-2510 or Charles
Gregory, 472-1511

Roy Emersons
Celebrate 50th
Anniversary
Miss Toalson, Mr. Brabham
To Exchange Vows March 18

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson
of Pilot Oak, Kentucky will
celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary Sunday, March 6
at their home in Pilot Oak.
All oftheir friends
relatives
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey 1-1. Toalson, 432 East are invited to calland
between the
Drive, Fulton, are announcing the engagement hours of two and five.
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson were
and forthcoming marriage of their daughter, married
March 5, 1922 in the
Desedra Marcilene, to Justin Winard Brabham, home of the officiating minister,
II, son of Mr. and Mrs. Justin W. Brabham I of the late Rev. A.J.(Uncle Jack)
Luther, in Mayfield, Kentucky.
Terrebonne, Oregon.
Their attendants were Ruby
Collins and Rev. H,M. Suthard,
Grandparents of the prospective bride are Mrs. Emerson is the daughter
the late Mr. and Mrs. Edward Staley of Route of the late Bob and Nan Lou
of Pilot Oak.
four, Clinton, and Mrs. Harvey M. Toalson and Blalock
Mr. Emerson, a retired carthe late Mr. Toalson of Hannibal, Missouri.
penter, is the son of the late
Marcus D. and Eula Emerson
Cuba, Kentucky.
Grandparents of the prospective groom are of Their
children are Rev.Robthe late Mr. and Mrs, lloy Brabham of Eugene, ert Emerson
of Memphis, TenOregon and Mr. and Mrs. Frig* P;iho ofXuserke nessee, Mrs. Norman CrittenNews Oakes pleasure It
'
s•
chin
Peso)
•,
of Minn,Tennessee,
Oregon.
wishing the fonowing friends 1.
and Mrs. Harold Carr(MarCommander George Neville
"Sappy Birthday":
garet)
of
Lone
Oak, Kentucky.
Mrs. johmy Rolland, Johnny Helm, Jr., will arrive March 4
The wedding will take place on March 18, They have three grandchilPowell; march 2; Dane Gene to spend the weekend with his
dren, Bob Emerson of Memmother, Mrs. George Helm of 1972 at the First United Methodist Church in phis,
Rodney Taylor,
Tennessee, Mrs. Phil
Pur"ht'
March Hickman. He has to report In Hickman,
3: Kate Bowlin, glary Elizabeth
Kentucky. Reverend Edgar Siress will Huffman (Susan) of Covington,
Mitchel Powell, Janet Taylor. Norfolk, Virginia this week. officiate.
Tennessee, and Nan Lou CritMardi 4; Eddie Lassiter, Mrs. Commander Helm is stationtenden of Milan, Tennessee.
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson have
E. K. Alexander, Mrs. K. M. ed at Northwood, a suburb of
Winston;
one daughter deceased, Bonnie
Mardi 5; James T. London, England, where he is
IT'S A GIRL!
IT'S A GIRL!
wiv„.
the Submarine Representative
Kay and three grandchildren,
Mardi 6; to NATO.
Congratulations to Mr. and
Helm has been In the
Congratulations to Mr. and twins, Linda and Brenda EmJack Lowe, m'''-';e7
Mrs. Steve Parker, Rickman, Mrs. Billy J. Webb, Water Vat- erson
service for 22 years.
and Randy Carr.
Bill Taylor,
Jennifer
on die birth of a Baby girl on
on the birth of a baby girl
They are active members of
(.1ampbell, Cliff Arnoid, Mary
February 28. She weighed 6 on February 25. She weighed Bethlehem United Methodist
E. King, March 8.
P(Snds.
7 pounds and 4 ounces.
church at Pilot Oak.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ,Commander Helm
an Visitor

In a beautiful candlelight ceremony at fourthirty o'clock on Saturday, February 12, 1972 at
the First Methodist Church; Miss Jen Ray
Browder, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Browder of Fulton, became the bride of E. Allen
Gearhart,, son of Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Gearhart of
Owensboro,Kentucky.
The Rev. William G. Adams, minister of the
church, performed the double ring ceremony before an altar marked by spiral candelabrum holding burning tapers placed on either side of the
large brass cross. Seven branched candelabrum
accented with jade greenery extended from the
spirals to the prayer rail. Additional arrangements of greenery and burning tapers were placed along the prayer rail. Baskets of fan shaped arrangements of jade greenery, white stock and
white bridal roses were placed on either side of
the altar amid seven branched candelabrum. The
family pews were marked by swags of lemon leaf
greenery held with white bridal silk rope.
A program of nuptial organ
music was presented by Miss
Cathy Hyland. Vocal selections
of "We've Only Just Begun" and
"Color My World" were presented by Mr. Vyron Mitchell.
Miss Lea Carol Clark accompanied Miss Hyland and Mr.
Mitchell
in the selection
"Color My World" with a flute
solo.
The bride, given in marriage
by her father Charles S. Browder, was lovely in a formal
gown of de-lustred satin in
magnolia white. The empire
bodice was defined with a band
Of pearlized beads and long bishop's sleeves were closed at
this wrist with deep cuffs. A
cowl collar was featured,banded
In white Emba mink and elegant
simplicity was expressed in the
gently eased skirt which flowed
Into a chapel length train. Her
headpiece designed especially
for her gown was fashioned of
a circlet of white mink mounted
to an open Coronet crown of
satin from which flowed a chapel

gown of ivory worsted and silk tapers were placed throughout
accented at the natural waist the receptionroom. Mrs. Roger Fan shaped arrangements of
firerpos
ce
s
lati
pan
ladcadwholvter btrhiedal
with gold colored trim. Her Kephart greeted guests at the
cw rek
accessories were of gold and guest register whichwascirapeci tec'e
which formed the background
she carried a corsage of white in white satin and held a single
for the serving table. Draped
cymbidium orchids,
white rose.
in white satin the serving table
Mrs. Gearhart, mother of the
Assisting with the serving featured a five branched Can,
groom, wore a formal gown of were: Carol McCullum, Clay delabra holding burning tapern
cinnamon worsted silk which Foster, Jeannie Goon, Janice from which garlands of smilax
featured
a bolero bodice Lancaster, Mary Bess Maudby, entended the length of the table.
trimmed with silk braid in Alice Shanklin and Betty Owens, The colionaid all white wedding
scroll design which was re- all sorority sisters of thebride, cake was topped by love birds
pasted at the hemline of the and Mary and Susan Gearhart,
thersw.hite roses
treaim
indesdw
drrszii
A-line skirt. Her accessories sisters of the groom.
and
were of a darker shade and # Following the reception the
couple are now making
she carried a corsage of white couple left for an unannounced their home in Owensboro, Ken,
cymbidium orchids.
t prt
w
merdsd.InGge artrha
. For atraveling tucThky.
e.
Following the ceremony the
arse
ch
costume
.
brides' parents entertainedwith ensemble of camel tan wool
a reception
at the Fulton detailed in creme. She wore
Country Club. Seven branched brown leather accessories and
candelabrum accented with jade her mother pinned her orchid
greenery holding burninv bridal corsage at the bride's shoulder.

Mr. and Mrs. Jim Stark were
honored at a going-away party
recently at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Asher Jones, with
length veil of imported Illusion.
Mrs. Jones, Mrs. Boo Winstead,
Her bridal bouquet was a cluster
Mr. and Mrs. James T. Adams, Route 3, Ful- and
Mrs. Gary Isbell as hosof bridal roses surrounded by ton, Kentucky
are announcing the engagement tesses,
natural foliage.
Mr. Stark, former South Fill-,
Miss Terri Smith of Fulton, and approaching marriage of their daughter, Rita
a former classmate ofthe bride, Gay, to Charles La Don Noles, son of Mr. and ton City Manager, and his vitt,
Carolyn,
will be moving to Little.
served as maid of honor and was Mrs,
Charles A. Noles, Fulton.
Rock, where he will be working,
the bride's only attendant. She
with Dr. B. Gray Allison In hiS
wore a full length gown of deep
Miss Adams Is the grand- Junior and Senior honorary, Al- new
lotfPropeh
he
•
navy blue velvet. The gown of daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E.H. pha Lambda
Delta
and
the
Home
wttScenhring
party were:
empire design featured a bodice Bennett of Wingo,
and Mrs. Economics Club.
and
Mrs.
Stark,
Rev.
and
Mrs.
yoke of creme colored Venice James Reynolds
Mr. Notes, a Fulton City High .Gerald Stow, Mr. and Mrs.
of Romeo,
Phil
lace and long fitted sleeves ac- Michigan and Wesley Adams School graduate,
is a junior at Lampley, Mr, and Mrs. Jack
cented at the wrist with lace. of South Fulton.
Murray
State
University.
Haddad,
Mr.
Reis
and
Mrs. James:
Her head piece was a Juliet cap
Mr. Noles is the grandson of
of navy velvet with a shoulder Mrs. Samuel A. Stinnett and the a member of Lambda Chi Alpha Leggate, Mr. and Mrs. Dan
fraternity,
Wilson,
in
which
Mr.
he
served
as
and
Mrs. Gary
length veil of navy illusion. She late Mr. Stinnett of Fulton,
an officer, and Sigma Alpha Eta, Isbell, Mr. and Mrs. Bob
cairied a single long stemmed and the late Mr.and
Mrs.James for speech and hearing majors, stead and Mr. and Mrs. Win.'
bridal white rose.
Jones,
E. Notes of Fulton.
A June wedding is planned.
Mr. Tom Graham of LexThe bride-elect is a graduate
MAKE RESERVATIONS
ington, Kentucky, brother-in- of Fulton City High School
and
Reservations are now being
law of the groom, served as is presently attending Murray
TO NEW JOB
taken for the benefit bridge
best man. Ushers were Tom State University
Miss Jewell Dense Ellis, for- putty sponsored
where she is
by the Fulton.
Browder of Fulton, brother of a junior. She
is a member of merly on the home economics Jeycettes to be held
on March'
the
bride, Joe McCullum, the social sorority
Alpha faculty at Murray State Un- 14 at the Woman's
Louisville, Max Hartz, Owens- Gamma Delta, in which
(Sub:
versay, has assumed her new Doors open at
she
has
7p. an. with
boro and David Jernigan, served as treasurer
for the past duties as acting director of the playing
beginning * 7:30 p. en.
Greenville, Kentucky.
two years. She is also
For her daughter's wedding ber of Kappa Omicron a mem- division Of home seorionike Fbr reservations call Mrs. Dee
Phi, home education in the Kentucky De- McClay,
Mrs. Browder chose a formal economics
472-1165 or Mire. Mary
honorary, Alpha Chi, partment of Education.
Jos Irvin, 479-3592.
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WSCS Paris Meeting To Hear
Of Proposed Women's Group

— Your Problems Bring Answers —
Dear Ann Landers: You've
said repeatedly in your column
that an adopted child should be
toil! early that he was adopted,
that to do otherwise could cause
serious emotional damage. The
experts seem to have definite
views on the subject, but I've
never heard an adopted child
quoted on how he feels about it.
/Vly mother told me I was adopted when I was about four
tears old. She read me a story
from a book about a "chosen"
Child and how much the mommy
land daddy wanted him. When she
finished reading I said 'That's
nice story but I'm not adoptMy mother said, "Yes
Scl."
YOU are," and that was the end
itf the discussion. I can't refriember feeling upset or trauSlat'zed. It never made any difference to me. I never thought
about it when I was growing up
Ond I still don't,
am nearly 20 now and our
family life is far from total
siceetness and light. We disagree on religion, politics and
sex but in a crisis everyone
anmes through. Deep down,
ate love and respect one another.
ihese people who raised me are

my parents in every sense of the
word. They have taught me how
to live and how to love. I can
never thank them enough. lam Your Child
Dear Friend: Thank you for a
letter that is sure to touch the
heart of every adoptive parent. I
will not print the name of your
city because thousands of adoptive parents would like to believe it was written by their
child. Let's let them.
•••••
Dear Ann Landers. Our widower father will be celebrating
his 65th birthday in a few months
and my sister and I want to give
a surprise party for him. The
other evening we sat down with
our two aunts to discuss the
guest list and ran into a fantastic pile of problems. It
Seems that several members
of Dad's family are not on
speaking terms with Mom's relatives. Also, some of Dais
relatives do not speak to each
other.
We cJasidered a variety of
seating arrangements and various techniques for staggering
the hours so that the battlers

would not encounter one another. It became terrifically complicated and after four hours of
switching and shifting, many
problems were still unresolved.
At midnight my
husband
marched into the living roomin
his bathrobe and announced,
'This is ridiculous! Invite them
all and to hell with it." The
aunts insisted it would be catastrophic and would result in
'raw feelings and unpleasantness
for many people, especially
Dad. What do you say?---Lee
Dear Lee: I'm with your
husband. If any relative does
not approve of the guest list
he can leave. Moreover, I predict his departure would serve
only to improve the calibre of
the party.
•••• •
Dear Ann Landers: Some
women slip in and out of menopause with no trouble. But for
others it can be very trying.
When a hot flash hits me I turn
red from my neck up. My face
registers a vivid blush and I
am very embarrassed by this
neon advertisement that I am
In the change of life.

Dear Middle:
I'm —1,500
miles away. You work with the
woman five days a week. And
you ask ME to solve a problem
that you could have solved
months ago with one simple sentence. Sample: "Please cut
it out.
Now it's in print.
Hand it to her.
••• • •
Don't flunk your chemistry
test. Love is more than one
set of glands calling to another.
If you have trouble making a
distinction you need Ann's booklet, "Love Or Sex And How To
Tell The Difference." Send a
long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope with your request and
35 in coin to this newspaper.

• ROUTE THREE
Mn. ftline Williams
We haveS beautiful sun shiny
morning 1t4 Kentucky today. We
had so mitch rein and-gloomy
days it makes one apprecitate
the sunshine.
_ Elder Bridgeman preached at
Old Bethel Church Saturday
night with a full house. Elder
Bobby Crouch held his regular
fourth Sunday services Sunday
and after services Elder and
Mrs. Crouch with their children had dinner with Mr. and
Mrs.
Mrs. Elmer Cannon.
Mary Cavender also had dinner
with the Cannons.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Terrell,
Mr. and Mrs. Elwyn Coffman,
Mr. and Mrs. C.E Winstead
and Mr. and Mrs. C.E. Williams attended church in Union
Elder
Sunday night.
City
Bridgeman preached at the Primitive Baptist Church there.
Mrs. Stella Jones is home
from the hospital in Memphis
and getting along fine.
Mrs. Effie Croft is home
after spending a few weeks
in Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Newman Croft
and Mr. and Mrs. Everett Wilvisited with Mr.sind Mrs.
liams
HOUSE'S YOUNGEST-Rep. Kenrteth C.' Imes, D-htimey, takes notes of the Luther Page a while Saturday
proceedings in a recent session of. the legrsiattire. At;2521meS is currently the afternoon.
youngest member of the Gene'al Assembly. (Karen Tam Photo)
SUMMER

*Club Members
iWin Awards
: Five Fulton County 4-H'ers
in
part
the annual
took
Achievement Records Award
.Banquet in Paducah on February 12.
Walking away with Championwere: Ronnie
honors
ship
Workman and Linda Workman,
children of Mr. and Mrs. Adron
Workman, and Jean Turner,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Louis
Turner.
Ronnie won inning care; Linda
.received honors in swine and
i.lean placed 1st in the beef
:category.
Also deserving great merit
!were Ann Austin, daughter of
iMr. and Mrs. C.R. Austin, who
f'won a blue ribbon in recreation,
'and Jeannie McMullin, who won
a red ribbon in foods. Jeannie
is the daughter of Doris McMullin.
Miss Janet Adams, outstanding 4-H'er from Fulton County,
presented the awards.
The youngsters were accompanied by parents and the 4-H
Extension Agent for FultonHickman Counties.

Murray's Imes Is Youngest
Member Of Kentucky Assembly
By Frank Coots
State News Bureau
FRANKFORT, Ky -Rep.
Kenneth C. Imes is currently
the youngest member of the
General Assembly and may
well be the youngest ever to
serve.
Kentucky's Constitution
requires a member of the
House to be at least 24 years
old. Imes just was 24 when he
was elected to represent the
people of Calloway and Trigg
counties. He turned 25 Feb.
13.
The Murray Democrat said
he does not know for sure
whether there has ever been a
younger member to serve in
the legislature because records
are incomplete, but "sortie of
the older members of the
House tell me there hasn't
been anyone youuger in the
last 30 years."

LOOKING
FORA

$50,000 JOB
There are not too many lobs paying 1110,000
but there are lots of businesses that do.
One 01 Morn is ours. and w• ar• a tour yew
old national Company. offering palanted
unique products and services (Closed Circuit
Ter A-V and Film Production) in a 20-billion
d0110 plus. growth Industry

DO NOT APPLY UNLESS:
I. You desire and believe 810.000 • year and
up can be med•
2. You have $.5,1105 SO to SIS,S0310 to invest
now, In your own, local one to five county
wide, factory established cornrnunicaliona
network.
3. You want a business that dom not require
salesmen or any other employees beside*
Yourself.
4 you are willing to partiCip•t• In • two
week Factory Training Program to be conducNKI at the Home Office and In your
own territory. which will qualify you to
take over and operate your own Factor,/
Established Local Business

FOR SPECIFIC DETAILS:
ma. to COMMUNICATION INDUSTRIES

OF
AMERICA. INC., P.O. Sox 10701. Tampa. Fla
lune, glrIng lull details of your financial
Capacity and Income requirements

Methodist women of the Paris
District will meet at Trinity
First United Methodist Church
in Paris, Tenn. on March 9.
Registration and a coffee hour
will begin at 9:30 a.m. with the
meeting to start at 10.00 a.m.
A sack lunch will be held at
noon.
Etuttures of the meeting will
be a discussion of the proposed
new organization for Methodist
women and an address by Mrs.
David J. Cathcart, currently
serving as the Women's Division staff located in the Nashville region.
•We want this to be a banner
day for the women of the Paris
District.' Mrs. Wayne Lamb of
Paris, President of the Memphis Conference, said in urging
a full attendence.
Termed •Mission Interpretation," the theme for the meeting
will be "God's Mission—Our
The host pastor,
Mission.'
Rev. W. H. Harpole, will give
the mornings meditation, and
Mrs. Lamb will introduce the
guest speaker. Special music
will be brought by Charles Bangeau of Paris.

My doctor has advised me
against taking medication because of a family history of
cancer so I must let nature
take its course. But what do I
do about a co-worker who draws
attention to my red neckoand
florid face whenever she sees
it? This woman is sweet and
kind and apparently unaware of
my anguish. What do you suggest?---Middle-Aged Embarrassment in Asheville

State Trooper Bill Mitchell

Bill Mitchell Is New State Trooper
Former Obion Countian Bill
Mitchell, 24, has been named
County's new state
Fulton
policeman. Mitchell replaces
trooper Louis Todd who has
been transferred.
from
graduated
Mitchell
High School
Central
(Mon
in 1965. He started his law
enforcement career in 1970 as
a trooper, assigned to Carroll
County, Kentucky.
Mitchell assumed his duties

In Fulton County March'. Along
his wife, Shirley, the
with
Mitchell's have one daughter,
Andrea, who is five years old.
Presently, Mitchell is living
at the state police barracks near
Mayfield. His wife and daughter
are living with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Mitchell
Route I, Hornbeak, Tennessee.
As soon as a home can be found,
Mitchell's will move to
the
Hickman,

Clinton Quartet Will Sing
On KFVS-TV Next Sunday
The New Gospel Four Singers
of Clinton will appear on KFVSTV, Sunday morning March 5
at approximately 6:30 a.m., in
an effort to raise funds for the
Cerebral Palsy Telethon.
More than half of the funds
will aid cerebral
collected
palsy vicitims in this area.
Donations may be mailed to
Cerebral Palsy Telethon, P.O.
Box 1971, Paducah, Kentucky or
may be given to the Clinton
group to deliver in person.
Appearing with the New Gosare Mrs.
pel Four Singers
Mackey Ward of Fulgham and
Mrs., Donate Cholson of Fancy
Ferns.'These two young ladies
known as Carolyn and Phyllis,
were members of the original
Gospel Four Quartet. The group
now includes, Glen Taylor and
Jerry Johnson of Arlington and
Barry Snow and Wayne McReynolds who attend Sedalia
High School.
Mrs. Jackie Caraway of ABC
Associates, Clinton, is the business manager for the group

We wake early in the morning,
there is so much to do.
Hours we loose in the summer
are so few.
With blades growing and grass
to hoe
Imes, who was a member of Working the flowers and the
yard to mow.
the Murray State Young
The largest glacier in the
Democrats in college, said he
At times it seems It is a task United States—Bering glacier
has been interested in politics
doing
and
going
keep
Just
We
near Cordova, Alaska—is 127
"ever since I got out of the
our best.
cowboys and Indians stage," Then when we catch up on the miles long and covers 2,250
square miles.
so the decision to run for the
Jobs we had
House was not a major change Somehow now it doesn't seem
WHATHIR REPORT
of direction for him.
so bad.
.He said he is "well pleased"
(From current readings ma
with his new job, but is I enjoy the big tree in the yard.
when I'm, records of Jim Hole, Soul!
"disappointed" at the pace of That is where I sit
tired.
Talton.)
the legislature.
This tree was small a few
"It's slow," he said, then
FEBRUARY
years past
quickly added that perhaps My how that tree has grown
Preelp.
this is justified. "You have to
bate Nigh Low
so fast.
keep in mind your legislation
tracer'r
24
44
1
affects three million people." I like to set there at the end
trace,r
44
24
2
of the day.
He does, however, see the
.26rs
35
42
It is a real comfort in a way. 3
need for the Assembly to meet
.30
20 ..... ......
40
4
Everything seems so quiet and
in annual session, perhaps
5
still,
1.03r
30
limiting each session to 45
42
3
It is then the real blessing I
trace,"
32
20
7
days. He said at present
can feel.
.00
8 46 18
Kentucky's executive branch is
........ . 00
27
43
one of the most powerful in As I set here my mind wanders 9
00
51
27
far
10
the nation and annual sessions
00
would enable the legislature to I look above and there is a star. 11
think of my loved ones in the 12
I
.40r
37
40
become more independent.
city so wide
.
.05r
32
13
59
Imes feels it is important
And ask God to please stay by 14
.00
27
65
for a legislator to maintain
their side.
.03r
38
53
15
effective communications with
.00
33
58
l
his constituents in order to It seems time is slipping by so
17
58
29
remove the suspicion he says
fast
32
40
.00
Is
Kentuckians have developed It won't be long until summer 7)1
46
26 .....
is past.
toward the Assembly.
58
.00
20
27
where
well,
say,
will
we
Then
he
goal
this
further
To
87
41
21
go,
it
did
for
column
regular
a
writes
1-2
When we see the ground covone of the newspapers in his
.1.Pr
Z1
ered with snow.
district while the legislature is
.132x
40
58
24
in session. "I am endeavoring T.A.W.
40 .........
59
.00r
25
to acquaint people with what
.00
26
Is going on up here," he SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE 27
63
29
explained.
applica- 28
Nominations and
98 .....
78
.00
As far as developing any tions for scholarship grants unphilosophy about the duties of der the Dr. Courtney W. Shropan elected representative is shire Memorial Scholarship
concerned, Imes said he tries Fund are now being accepted
to put his constituency first. by the Fulton-South Fulton
"Primarily I am here to Civitcrn Club. Applicants must
represent my district," he said, apply for a personal interview
before the application can be
but a legislator "must keep in
completed and filled with the
mind the effects of any piece
Civitan International Foundathe
of legislation on
tion. Deadline for applidations
commonwealth" as a whole.
is March 31. 1972.
SEEDLINGS—The state
of
Division
Forestry
announced it will place seven
million tree seedlings, both
pine and hardwood, on sale
late
in
February for
reforestation of idle acres in
Kentucky. Officials say about
one million idle and eroding
acres should be planted to
trees.

which has been accepted to
appear after making an audition recently.

Court Drops
Indictment In
Murder Charge
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Mrs. Carl Robertson is president of the host society.
A new organization for Methodist women has been proposed
by the United Methodist's Women's Division and will be considered by the General Conference of the church when it
meets in Atlanta in April.
If approved by the governing
body of the Church, the organization would succeed the present women's groups, the Women's Society of Christian Service and the Wesleyan Service
Guild.
•This is not a merger of the
two organizations or an absorption of one by the other, but
something new and different."
Mrs. Wayne Lamb of Paris,
Memphis Conference President
said today.
committee of
planning
A
twenty-four women from all
parts of the United States has
been appointed and is currently
construct the
to
meeting
framework of the new organibe presented
will
which
zation
to the General Conference. A
name has not yet been chosen.

Choral Music Program
Offered Monday At UTM
A varied program of choral
music, ranging from religious
classics to rock, will be presented at 8 p.m. Monday evening, March 6, in the Performing Arts Theatre of the Fine
Arts Building at the University
of Tennessee at Martin.
Tickets for the winter quarter choral concert will be91.00,
with all proceeds going to the
Harry Neal Memorial Endowment Scholarship Fund at UTM
Selections will be presented
by three different vocal groups.
sing
will
Choralairs
The
•Psalms 66" for a double choir,
by Hans Leon Hassler, and
'Jesus and the Traitors" by
Zoltan Kodaly, as well as other
numbers.
with
Performing
instrumental backing, Today's People
will feature such popular rock
selections as "Superstar' and
"Let Me Take You Higher.'
likeo "Our
an d .D
Come'Pop music
tl
I)ay Wthe
You Know
Way to San Jose" will be sung

by the Co-eds, an all girl choir.
Previous choral concerts at
the school have played to capacity crowds, so to be sure of
a seat, reservations should be
made early through the Department of Music office in the Fine
Arts Building.
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"New Folk"
Sing At MSU
On March 6
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"The New Folk," a young
seven-member singing group
currently on a nationwide tour,
will appear in concert on the
campus of Murray State University March 6.
Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ International,
the program in the University
School auditorium will begin at
7:30 p.m.
Consisting of college students
and recent college graduates_.
fourmen and three women-reRreSenting different campuses, "The New .Folr .ehallenges its contemporar„ieS 010
consider the relevant claims
Dr. H. M Wadsworth, Hern- of Christianity for this generando, Miss, physician is the ation."
new president of the Lambuth
College Alumni Association. He
succeeds the Reverend Jack
Henton, of Memphis, pastor of
the Bartlett United Methodist
Church.
His selection was announced
during the annual Homecoming
activities at the college Saturday.

A murder indic.ment against
a Hickman County man was dismissed after a circuit court
Jury reported it was deadlocked
in its deliberation.
Taylor Walker, a commercial!
fisherman residing on Chalk,
Bluff Road near Columbus, wart
charged with murder in the
shotgun slaying last June 19 of
Albert Douthitt, Hickman.
Following an hour's deliberation, the jury reported toCircult
Judge Wood C. Tipton that it was
deadlocked.
Judge Tipton then asked the
jury to retire for further deliberations. WilliamScent, Paducah, and William H. Parham,
Mayfield, Walker's attorneys,
objected and were joined in their
objection by Commonwealth's
Attorney L.M.T. Reed.
Reinforced tire chains prattle
The Jury was recalled again, four to seven times as mach
still
after
dismissed
and
polled
traction on snow or Ice as regubeing unable to agree on a verlar tires, tests show.
dict.

Wadsworth Named
As Alumni Head
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Isn't there someone you'd liketo be
near?Getintouch bylong distance.
Calltoday.And dialit direct.
Dialing direct is easy. Here's how: First dial "1," plus the area
code (if it's different from yours), plus the number.If by chance you
get a wrong number,just call the operator and tell her what happened.
She'll make sure you're not charged. So keep in touch the personal
way.Dial long distance direct and save.
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Mrs. B.Haws

Mrs. Jodie Cohn Kort, who for
Mrs. H, Haws, widow of Dr.
26 years transcribed books into
braille and taught others how to Haws, of Warfield, Kentucky,
and mother of the late Dr.
do it, died at 540 a.m. Tuesday,
M.W. Haws of Fulton, died SatFe bruary 15 in Louisville
He- urday,
February 26, in a oursbrew Home. She was 82 and the
ing home in Indianapolis, Inwidow of Ben Kort.
diana
where
she had been a
Mrs. Kort retired as chairpatient for the past three and
man of the Committee on Jewone-half years.
ish Literature for the Blind in
survivors include a daughter,
the Adath Israel Sisterhood in
Mrs. James E. Jobes, Indian1959, because of failing health.
awns, three grandchildren, inShe took up the work in 1933
eluding Mrs. Clayton Lyons of
after she had been asked to be
Lakeland, Florida, formerly of
chairman of the Committee. In
order to be active in the corn- Fulton.
Burial was in Indianapolis.
mittee's work, Mrs. Kort took
g six-months correspondence
- course in braille through the
Library of Congress. Passing
Ben L. Sullivan, Union City,
the course qualified her to tran- died at 4:30
p.m. Monday, Febscribe books to teach blindper- ruary 21, in
the °Non County
sons to read braille and to in- Hospital where
he had been a
struct sighted persons in teach- patient for two
weeks. He was
ing the system.
75.
She taught blind men in RicMr. Sullivan was a retired
hols Hospital and as a tri-state employee of
Brown Shoe Cornchairman
of the Literature pany at
Union City and had made
Committee, she organizedtran- his home
there since 1920. He
scribing units in Nashville and was employed at
the shoe facKnoxville, Tennessee, Colum- tory for 33 years
before his
bus, Ohio, and B'rlth and Sho- retirement 10
years ago.
lam congregations in LouisHe was a brother of Mrs.
ville.
Wesley Richardson of Fulton
Mrs. Kort was a native of and Mrs. John
Hinton of MemFulton , going to Louisville In phis, formerly of
Fulton.
1912 to attend Bryant and StratOther survivors include his
ton Business College. Her fat- wife, two brothers
and one Msher was a well known dry goods ter.
merchant in Fulton many years
Services were held at 2 p.m.
ago. She was the sister of the Wednesday, February 23,
at the
late Dr. Sheldon Cohn, a well White-Ranson
Funeral Home
known
eye, ear and throat Memorial Chapel with the
Rev.
specialist here.
William S. Evans, H officiating
There are no immediate sur- assisted
by the Rev. John
vivors.
Magee. Interment was in East
Expressions of sympathy may View Cemetery.
take the form of gifts to the
--Louisville Hebrew Home.

Ben L•Sullivan
.

Sorry to report that Mrs.
Henson Jones is not feeling as
will the past few days.
Mrs. W.C. Morrison seems to
be improving at this time. Mr.
Morrison remains about the
same.
Mr. and Mrs,Harvey Vaughan
visited Mr. and Mrs.Jim Burke
Mr.
last Sunday afternoon.
Burke Is unimproved.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Hendershot and daughter from Jackson,
Tennessee visited her grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Irvin
Brundige the past weekend. Mr.
Hendershot's company is transferring him to Miami, Florida.
He was transferred from the
Nashville to the Jackson office
•few years ago.

The past several days have
reminded everyone that spring
is truly not far away with the
beginning of a spring month
during this week.
Some af
the early gardeners in this
community
planted
peas,
onions and cabbage during the
past week. Also some plant
beds were burned.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Hrundige
and Mr. and Mrs. Thurston
Brtaidige have returned from a
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Joe Brundbre and family near
New Orleans, Louisiana. They
reported a most enjoyable trip.
Mr. and Mrs, Durell Terrell,
Mr. and Mrs.Irvin Bruncitge and
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
enjoyed a birthday supper with
OUTLAND PROMOTED
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil BarberSatterry Outland, son of Mr.
urday night. The occasion was
and Mrs. Willard Outland of
Mrs. Barber's recent birthday.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Har- Fulton, was promoted recently
to
Budget Analyst for thc
wood and son Rusty, attended
the service at Oak Grove Sun- Operating Department by the
day morning and visited his Illinois Central Railroad, He is
grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. employed in Chicago. Terry,
his wife, the former Phyllis
Dewey Nelson.
Mrs. Harvey Vaughn sub- Pigue, and son, Tim, neisido in
atituted for a sixth grade teach- Markham,

•GOOD SPRINGS
Mn. Hillman Westbrook
A surprise birthday supper
was given for Mrs. Avery Stover at Gooches last Thursday
night.
Eighty-two members
of her family-children, grandchildren, great grandchildren,
brothers, sisters, nieces and
nephews-Joined in wishing her
a happy birthday with gifts and
a money tree with $150.00 on it.
Mrs. Stover is the mother of
Rev. Oren Stover who with his
family
were among those
attending.
Mrs. Lucile Rafferty, Fulton,
had surgery at Baptist Hospital
in Memphis last week and is
making satisfactory progress
having been moved out of intensive care on Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Cunningham were recent visitors
of Mrs. Winnie Cunningham.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Clinard
have returned home after making strip to Portugal.
The trailer home or Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Matt Cunningham was
completely destroyed by fire
last week. Everything was lost.
They were thankful that they
were able to get the children

out.
A shower will be given
for them at the Dukedom Methodist Church Wednesday night,
March 1.
Mrs. Evie Mitchell has returned from a three-week visit
with her family in Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. Garrett Bailey
went to Memphis to be there
for Mrs. Bailey's checkup on
Tuesday. They will visit with
daughter Linda Shelton and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bruce,
Lexington, Kentucky visited
with
parents Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Bruce over the weekend.
Larry Watkins received Injury to his eye while at work
at the Goodyear Tire Co., Union
City, when a light bulb burst
and fragments got into his eye.
He was treated at the hospital
immediately and thinks it will
be all right.
Bro. Henn Davis has been
gravely ill at Martin Volunteer
Hospital following surgery.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Harrison, Mark and Jackie and Gary
Clark of Fulton and Mr. and
Mrs . Richard
Harrison of
Union City were guests of Mrs.
Eunice Harrison Sunday.
Mr. and Mr's Cleve Work

P-5 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, March 2, 1972
visited the following at Have
Memorial Nursing Home Stillday
Mrs. Lou Crews, Mrs.
Effie William s,Mrs.Ira Raines,
Mrs. Elsie Williams, Mrs. Mae
Work and Mrs. Reba Alderdice,
and also Mr. and Mrs. Herb!'
Huddle in their home in Fulton.

'

Dukedom Homemakers will
have a bake sale at the barber
shop in Dukedom March 7. Proceeds will be used for the various community drives-Red
Cross, Heart, Cancer, etc.

Greenfield Monument Works
— In Operation fig Years —

Large Display
" Well Lighted At Night
• Open Sunday Afternoons "
*

W. D. Powers

Greenfield

Fulton

Phone 233-2293

Phone 472-1953

B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.
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Preston Artell Conn, Obion retired logger of Hickman, died
County native, died at the West- Wednesday, February 23 at the
ern State Hospital in Bolivar, Clinton -Hickman County HosTennessee
Wednesday, Feb- pital in Clinton.
ruary 23, at 4:30 p.m. He was
Survivors include two sons,
71.
Terry Singleton, Memphis and
Born November 27, 1900 in James
Singleton, Bay City,
°Non County, he was the son of Michigan, four daughters, Mrs.
the late Harvey and Maggie Martha Ray, Moscow, Kentucky,
Conn. He spent several years Mrs. Velma Henderson, Memin the army and formerly was phis, Mrs.Joyce Fortner, Hickemployed as a barber. He was man, and Mrs. Helen Harris of
a member of the Church of Fulton, a brother, Zell Singleton, Pilot Oak, a sister, Mrs.
Christ.
Survivors include four sis- Maud Crittenden of South Fulters, Mrs. Florence Pickle and ton, sixteen grandchildren and
Mrs. Mary Thompson, both of eight great grandchildren.
Services were held at 11 a.m.
Fulton, Miss Lillie Conn, Union
City, and Mrs. Wrightie Brock- Saturday, February 26, at the
man, Birmingham, Alabama; Chaney Funeral Home in Hicktwo brothers, Ransom Conn of man with the Rev. J.T, Neely
the Lindenwood community and officiating. Interment was Li
Grove Cemetery,near FulLeonard Conn of District 7. Oak
on.•,
•
• ,A
Services were held at 3 p.m. t
Friday, February 25, at the
White-Ransom Memorial Chapel with the Rev. William 0. Mitchell officiating. Interment was
Mrs. Louera Wiley, 87, died
in Obion County Memorial Garat 520 a.m. Friday, February
25, at Flaws Memorial Nursing
Home.
Survivors include two sons,
Hester Wiley, Wing°and Theron
Wiley, Bardwell, a daughter,
Aubrey Roy (Shorty) Austin, Mrs. Irene Foster, Fulton, 15
and 14 great
64, retired Illinois Central sec- grandchildren
tion laborer died at 8 p.m. grandchildren.
Services
were
held at 2 p.m.
Thursday, February 24, at his
Sunday, February 27, at the
home on Eddlngs Street.
Born in Graves County, Ken- Hopkins and Brown Chapel in
tucky, August 1, 1907, he was Clinton, Interment was in Clark
the son ofthe late Lee and Fanny Cemetery.
Evans Austin. He was a member
of the Central Church of Christ.
Survivors include his wife
Mrs. Garvine Webb Austin;five
sisters, Mrs. Fondle Kemp,
Cumberland City, Tennessee,
Mrs. Nell Ligon, Dresden, TenJacksonville, Florida
Hall, Navy Airman Apprentice John
Mrs. Myrtle
nessee,
Dukedom, Mrs. Hattie Cope- P. Dunker, son of Mr. and Mrs.
land , McMinnville, Tennessee Joe K. Dunker of 519 Orchard
and Mrs. Mae Moreno, Napa, drive, South Fulton, Tenn., has
California;
a brother, Jack completed
the Aviation OrAustin, St. Louis, Missouri. dnanceman School at JacksonOne brother preceded him in ville.
death.
Aviation Ordnancemen mainServices were held at 2 p.m. tam aircraft guns and accessSaturday, February 26, at t he
- ones, as well as bombs and
Horribeak Funeral Chapel with rockets with their launching e.
Brother Charles Houser ofnc- quipment.
lining. Interment was in Acree
John is a 1971 graduate of
Cemetery.
South Fulton High School.
were Robert
Pallbearers
Foy, M.E. Dews, Elwood Snead, Jacksonville, N. C. --Marine
G. Walker, Dean Collier and Sgt. Aaron T. Johnsen, son of
Hugh Barnes.
Mr. and Mrs. A,T, Johnson of
410 Bates St., and husband of
the former Miss Shirley E.
Horton all of South Fulton,
his second
Tenn.,'received
Baucom,
for
98,
Susan
Mrs.
-Good Conduct Medal at the Maresident of the Walnuirine Corps(Helicopter) Air Sta.
mer
Community, died altion, New River, Jacksonville.
Grove
5 a.m. Thursday, February 26 ,.,/,.
'
at her home in Winchester, Ken-'
He was cited for his estucky. Her husband, the lettemplary service during the past
Dr. J.E. Baucom, was also sthree years.
native of this area.
She was a sister of Mrs.Irem Great Lakes, 111.--Navy SeaHaw:man
at
Boaz, a patient
Apprentice Thomas J.
Nursing
Memorial
Home Bruce, stIn of Mr. and Mrs.
Fulton.
Lester S. Bruce of 407 NorServices were held Saturday
man St., Fulton, Ky., graduated
morning, February 26, in Winfrom recruit training at the
cheater with interment there.Naval Training Center in Great
Lakes.
He is a former student ofl
Union City High School, Union
City, Tenn., he is scheduled to
Mrs. Callie Harvey, long- report Machinist Mate A School,
time Fulton resident, died at Naval Training Center, Great
4.15 p.m. Sunday, February 27, Lakes,
at the Fulton Hospital following
a long illness. She was a longtime employee of the late Dr.
ORLANDO, FLA. Navy Airand Mrs. Seldon Cohn and was
men Apprentice Benjamin F
a member of Bells Chapel CME
Jones, P3n of Mrs. CM Jordan
Church.
of Rbute 1, Hickman, Ky.,
(more)
graduated from recruit trainServices
were held Wed- ing at the Naval Training Cennesday, March 1, at 2 p.m. at ter in Orlando.
A 1970 graduate of Fulton
the Bells Chapel CME Church
with the Rev. P.L. Nichols of- County High School, Hickman,
Interment was in be is scheduled to report to
ficiating.
Fairview Cemetery.
Pensatoll,

Mrs. Losers Wiley

014 Sw elle. 1:hurch. in Ilelaware, was envied in 1691. and is still a
trIzer of utorship. %Ian, of Ileizo arc's outstanding citizens are buried
I,, its renteter.t.

1

WHEY sa, that time is a great
ifealer. for in its passing we
find forgetfulness. Yet there is a
greater healer and that is FAITH,
for it enables us to face life's

tribulations as well as itsjoys,sure
of the eternal peace to come when
we join Him. Go to church regularly, and learn the joys of FAITH.
This church is open to you always.

Mrs.Susan Beacom

This Mature Is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms . The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.
M & B Gulf Station
Tires, Batteries, Accessories
4724063
Kentucky Ave. at Reed

The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.

Hornbook Funeral Home
cm,sow
Piitten, Ky.

472-1412

2311-2455

Turner's Pure Milk Co.
At the Store-or at yeur door
Fulton, Ky,
472-3311

SUPERMARKETS
Hickman

South Fulton

Union City

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

472-1471
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BEHIND THIS PROTECTIVE GRILL are the molds of the "blow-molding" machine that
automatically make 26 gallon plastic jugs every minute. The bank of four sets of molds are in
halves, and in the above photo may be seen in the "open" position. In the open position they
receive a measured amount of molten plastic from a line above the mold; then they close,
compressing air quickly blows the molten plastic outward to fill all of the conformities of the
mold, the plastic cools, molds open, jugs drop out and the cycle repeats itself. And it happens
about every 9/
1
2 seconds.

THEY SUPERVISE THE JUG-PRODUCTION PROCESSING: Joe Byrd, left, who runs the
blow-molding machines and Robert Goths, right, who maintains the machinery stand under a
conveyor chute moving the jugs from tito trimmer along to the next assembly-line operation,
which is . . .

TURNER'S JUG—

Hereford
Breeders
Have Sale

HOSPITAL NEWS

Continued from page one
perfect or damaged are melted
again into liquid plastic form
The following persons were and placed into the blowmolding
patients in Fulton's hospitals on machine.
WHY USE PLASTIC
Wednesday. March 1:
What is polyethylene? It is
The Kentucky Hereford Assa thermo-plastic material made
HILLVIEW
ociation will hold their annual
from ethylene gas that oil remeeting, show and sale March Birdie Rice, Hickman; Her- fineries have burned off as a
12 and 13 in Louisville, Ken- shel Hicks, Water Valley; Bruce useless by-product when retucky.
Bynum, Dukedom; Betty Wil- fining crude oil. Containing
Meeting headquarters will be son, Tommie Nell Gordon, ideal properties for packaging
at the Executive Inn with reg- South Fulton; Mildred Easley, milk and juices and unaffected
istration in the main lobby Kay Nelms, Howard Atkins, by water and a large number
starting at 1 p.m. Sunday Mary Nell Lowe, Helen Allen, of chemicals, polyethene is imMarch 12.
James McDaniel, -Fulton.
pervious to food acids. WithPlans for Sunday evening instanding temperatures down to
clude a sirloin steak dinner, a
-100 degrees F without becomFULTON
Hereford film starring John
ing brittle, polyethene can be
Wayne, election of KHA officRalph ,Bostick, Minnie Har- molded into container shape
ers for 1972, and the Kentucky per, Mae Laird, Clinton; IN iy by the blow/molding process
Colonels basketball game.
Bowers, Dukedom; Chester when heated to 876 degrees F.
- Monday morning, March 13, Campbell, Theresa Pittman. There are four basic advanfifty-seven head of top Here- Mlle Kay Roberts, Water Val- tages to polyethylene. Because
ford cattle from some of the ley; Emma Ellison, Jennie plastic had trouble competing
leading breeders in the state Parker, Hickman; Jessie with paper as container materwill be shown and judged. Mon- Evans, Union City; Rebecca ial, 'it is now thinner and reday afternoon these cattle will Sisson, Winigo; Estelle BTOCeli.S, duces the weight of material
be sold. The show and sale Robert Howell, I. P. Kendell, used, making less waste. Polyis co-sponsored by the KenJoyce Moore, Frances Sanders, ethylene milk bottles can be
tucky Hereford Association and
South Fulton: Gerene Beard, disposed of by sanitary landthe Kentucky Department of AgCatherine Bradley, Sidney Car- fill or incineration. The disriculture.
posal of this material will not
All commercial and regis- ver, Joe Davis, Mattie Essary, contribute to the pollution of
tered cattlehbreeders are cor- Dorothy Gattis, J. Lubie
Leslie Irvine, Elizabeth air, water, and earth. Redially invited to attend.
Joyner, Marie Newbern, Clar- ducing the total amount of
conserving naence O'Rear, Mary C. ,Plarrish. solid waste and
tural resources, polyethylene
CORRECTIONS--Governor Joann
Poyner, Dollie Pursell,
can be recycled or reused. It
Ford said he has asked the Turner Pursell, Harry B.
Sams,
state Crime Commission to Thadd Snow, Ruth B. SWUM, is a safe material that presents
appropriate $200,000 in Ruth Terry, Louis Thompson, no hazards like broken glass or
jagged metal to life or property
federal funds to improve Walter Voelpel, Mary Martin,
when discarded.
Jefferson County's corrections Fulton.
So are you a little thirsty for
system. The funds will be used
something that not only tastes
to facilitate a merger of
good but is good for your health?
Louisville and Jefferson
-Gov. Wendell Ford Go open that refrigerator door
Pinounced three grants and get a glass of cold milk-County jails.
totaling $254,000 to upgrade but first look at the container.
the Louisville and Jefferson If it's a plastic jug, you know
It was made here in Fulton, no
County court systems.
matter whose label is on it!
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FFA Members
Attend Show
In Louisville

IMPRINTING STORE OR DAIRY LABEL ON JUGS is don* automatically one back-and-forth
roll motion by the machine above as Ih• jugs are fed downward from conveyor (upper right)
seen in preceding photo. From this "decorator" machine the jugs travel in a long conveyor
out
of this building whore they arodelivered to the.. ..

igil3

Get this
Thermo-Lined
"Sweat Shirt"

472-16

A•

Now thru Saturday

HEY KIDS!
Saturday Matinee
ALL SEATS _ _ 50c
Tim Holt — In

"CYCLONE ON
HORSEBACK"
Old Fashion Western!
Plus - Serial & Cartoon!

When you buy
anew

Sun. - Mon. - Tues.

HOMELITE.
Chain Saw
Buy a - NO SWEAT" Homelite 150
Automatic—or any other new
Homelite Chain Saw at the regular price during our cold weather
Special Promotion, and we'll give
you a zip-front, thermo-lined
Sweat Shirt absolutely FREE!
Made of water-repellent cotton,
foam laminated for extra warmth,
machine-washable. Hood,elasticized waist and cuffs, pockets.
You'll wear this all year 'round
Sweat Shirt for all outdoor activrties—especially when you use
your new Homelite No Sweat
Chain Saw these chilly days
Hurry in. Offer good only while healre Guild films Productron si assooalon with
supply lasts.
e Waite Reek atom/Mon Inc

Public Invited To
Tractor Showing
The Fulton County FFA
Chapter along with the Deutz
Tractor Company will sponsor
a tractor maintenance meeting
miosday. March .7.
Two district representatives
from Memphis district of the
Deutz Tractor Company will be
present. They will bring cutaway
models of air-cooled
tractor engines.
The public is invited.

BOTTLING PLANT, where they are filled with cool, sweet milk, automatically, on this slowly.
revolving circular machine at left. Bill Lawson, in white cap and apron, examines one of the
just-filled jugs with Dub Burnett°, general manager. From the filling m•chin• the jugs go to
the cooler to await delivery.

CEA Selects Murray
For '73 Convention Cayce Ding-a-Lings
Murray State University has
been selected by the board of Hold Second Meet
directors of the Conservation
Education Association as the
site for the national organization's annual convention in
August of 1973.
Between 300 and 400 CEA
members from across the
country are expected to attend
next year.
the convention
Speakers of national and international reputation will be a
part of the program.
EXUM AT FT. GORDON
U. Glenn Exum, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Exum, Fulton, has reported for duty at
Fort Gordon, Georgia. His address is: U. Glenn Exam,
404-60-9079; linC, USMFS,
NIPOB-8; Fort Gordon, Georgia.

February 16, 1972 the Dingo-lingo had their second 9-H
meeting.
The meeting was
called to order by president
Connie Holly and Susan Adams
read the minutes.
Debbie Powell gave three
demonstrations on nosebleeds,
cuts, scratches, wounds 'and
choking.
Dawn Parfait gave a speech
on family meals, and Sonya
Curtsinger made a speech on
getting sick.
Debbie Powell and Bias King
showed a game and then the
meeting was closed. The next
meeting will be in April.
Ding-a-ling Reporter
Lisa Workman

BIG DOUBLE
THEATRE

T-R-E-A-T

ssie Davis

COHN by litovielab
Released By Continental

FRI.- SAT. - SUN., MARCH 3 - 4 - 5

niwPAINSOMIMIIVIATIONAL ROW

BURKE INITIATED
Richard Burke, son of Mr.
and MTS. Richard Burke, South
Fulton, was recently initiated

into Arkansas Gamma chapter
of Sigma Phi Epsilon social
fraternity at Arkansas State
University.

FREE
GREASE JOB
with an oil change
and filter
(Thursday, Friday 81 Saturday)

t/NION CITY• FULTON HI WAY

)
COLOR
•11170 Anwokan Int•rnationel Ncturee, 1ft

HOW TO
RECOGNIZE
ATRUE
Consider the maker.ospA WAUrtft
Hiram Walker stands
for a 113-year whiskeymaking tradition.
Get it straight. This
true bourbon is a
straight bourbon.
Check the age.
Ten High is aged for
at least four years. Sip
and learn. Slow and
easy. Here's the
moment of recognition for any bourbon
... the moment
of appreciation for
Ten High.

Open under new management

BROADWAY DX

Barnette Tractor Co. lephen Boyd.Dionne Warwick 0,ft. Davis :-.mast .3orgnine
US 45-51 Bypass, Ricevill•
Fulton
Dial 472-2501

Barry's Shoes
Weren't Made
For Walking

Continued from page one
there was some question
to
the feasibility of the site, because of some opposition by
Fulton's Urban 'R enew al
Agency, which is developing
that and other land in MissionThe story begins the night
ary Bottoms.
before Annual Training 1971.
Price of the building and lot The Scout and Mortar Pla%%AS set at $40.000 with the retoons, 1-12.3c1 Armor of Hickmainder of the cost ($139,000) man. Kentucky, were to leave
going for remodeling, roof re- for Fort Hood, Texas, at 0600
pair. plumbing, electrical work hours on July 9th.
anti a general renovation of the
The men were to arrive at
structure and its environs.
In other business before the 0500 hours. At 0455 hours, the
commission, garbage collection subject at hand arrived wear.
rates within the city limits ing blue jeans and cowboy
were raised $.50 a month to boots. He had his fatigues in
92.00. This fifty cent increase the car to change at the
applies to residential 'garbage Armory. He, like so many of
collections, with a slighdy the other men, had packed
higher increase slated for his duffle bag and footlocker
commercial businesses. The in- on the truck previously.
crease for busiru4s6es would be
based on the number of colRushing to get into his falections made per- week and the tigues, PFC Harry S. Barry,
size of the conni;ners used to Jr. of Hickman realized that
s,orc the refuse.
his boots were both left boots.
Commissioner Paul Kasnow PFC Barry went to his Plasaid of the Cafe increases, "the toon Sergeant, SFC James C.
fifty cent increase is still a bar- Nabors, to explain his situagain for the service rendered •' tion. There he was with two
He also pointed to the purchase left boots and his others stored
of a sanitation packer and a away at the front of the truck.
bulldozer and said the increase He tried to explain to SFC
Nabors that his wife had helpwill help defray costs.
Hepresens.atives of Ross and ed him to pack. She packed
Castleberry architects, a Pa- the clothing while Barry packducah based firm, appeared ed the field equipment. Unbefore the commission with bill knowingly she had packed the
in hand, for services rendered right boot of the pair he was
in drawing schematic diagrams going to wear and the right
for a proposed City Hall at the boot of the extra pair.
With only minutes left before
Kitty League Ball Pork. The
Commission voted to pay the time to leave, PFC Barry decided to leave the boots on
94.860 owed the firm. The representatives explained that if the truck and go to Texas
any definite plans were made wearing both left boots.
Thus. PFC Barry confused
for construction of a City Hall
a! another location, other than to the fact of being • leftthe one just mentioned, plans footed soldier.
through the schematic phase
would be provided at nio extra
coin.
Citizens have voiced strong
opposition to locating City Hall
at the Ball Park. They claim it
would remove the government
Leo far from the downtown business district.
The Commission also voted in
On Friday and Saturday, Febfavor of requiring permits for
those who presently use the city ruary 18 and 19, 23 FFA members of the Fulton County FFA
landfill. The price for these perChapter attended the National
mits range from $20 to $90, deFarm Machinery Show and Napending on the size of the load tional
Tractor Pull in Louisbeing dumped. These permits ville.
apply to regular users of the
Friday night the members
dump, who -are not on the city watched the exciting
finals of
garbage collection routes. For the National Tractor Pulling
those in the city who use the Contest with a crowd of 15,000
dump occasionally, a permit In LOuisville's Freedom Hall.
will be required, however, at
Following the contest the
no cost. They can be obtained group went to the Seelbach Hofrom City Hall, and must he tel in downtown
Louisville
presented to the operator on where they spent the night.
duty before entrance to the The next morning the group
landfill is permitted.
returned to Freedom Hall and
In final business, Fulton's the Kentucky Fair Exposition
City Commission voted to flake Center and attended the Narental property out of the tional Farm Machinery Show.
The group toured Churchill
hands of the housing and building inspection department, and Downs and Standiford Field, the
placing it under the jurisdiley
e Louisville airport.
Accompanying the group were
of an occupational license.
action will result in owne of Bobby Evans and Jambs M.
Everett,
FFA advisors. FFA
rental property paying an annual $5.00 fee for an occupation- members are looking forward
al license, with inspection com- to the trip in the future years.
Members attending the twoing on a neighborhood basis
day event were:
end being carried out in one
David Jones, Joe Kirk, Harsection of the city each year. old Patey, Dennis
Jones, Frankrather than in scattered areas le Johnson, TirnJohnson, Larry
annually.
Haney, Richard Jones, Tommy
The next regular commission Jones, Jackie Campbell, Danny
meeting is scheduled for 7:30 Owens, Doug Voorhees, Dickie
p. n,,31arch .13.
Dick, Brent Cruce, Gary Tucker, Billy Linker, Jim Williams,
INTERV4L means keep- Larry Evans, Ralph Stroud, Jaing proper space between cars son Cox, Bobby Sublett, Erwhen driving, good practice for nest Trujillo, and Terry Powell.
every motorist.

South Fulton, Tennessee

Full
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1,955 Students Aided Plywood Up 20%

TOKYO — Japan's plywood
CANBERRA — The Education
Ministry reports that 12,338 stu- production has been increasing
than
dents are taking postgraduate at an annual rate of more
recent years. Outcourses at Australian universi- 20 per cent in
2,070 million
ties this school year. Of these, put in 1970 totaled
Japan now ranks
1,955 are receiving assistance square yards.
second—after the United States
from the federal government.
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BICYCLE BY ROSS- $50 VALUE
• lightweight cantilever
1r mene
• Spring saddle seat

"BEXEL FLYER"
GLIDER
WITH THIS COUPON

• Coaster brake
• Chrome lenders 8 rims
• Chrome disc chaingoard
• Rellectorued pedals
• Approved safety
reflectors
• Kick stand

I

»VS MINERALS
°down and Mineral
...W...'.
memoir's and
adulls
NOW
PRICE
s ms
125 C ao.

STORE PRIZE ENTRY FORM

$149
4

1

BRING IN THIS COUPON
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED
Oleo mob, lorm onto the Slot
lhe SProng - 12 Vele! Vila
.

fl on
doer
;;12
g."
Mie '

ADDRESS

1,1

Motel
'
SVo
:rteod ;;,1=."
lora, ree,,,atroos Vold
eMmr occentoteal MINI. or
restr° tea

CITY

sTAT,

ZIP

ilionsommantoR=====Rumal

THESE AND MORE BIG BECELVITAMIN VALUES AVAILABLE NOW AT:

DRUG COMPANY
FREE DELIVERY

SO. FULTON TENN.

PHONE 479-2261

49c

MEN'S and YOUNG MEN'S
DOUBLE KNIT SLACKS
By Farah and Campus

OK Parisian Laundry
and Cleaners
Phone 472-1300

218 E. State Lino

26 inch "BEXEL FLYER"

.

ICIM.
MP11
UNIMAK(

I GARMENTS
at our office.

oo•

--miiihumiiis

89c

Railroad Salvage
Fulton, Ky.
Lake St.

SAVE 1/2 ON THE MOST NEEDED
VITAMINS FOR YOUR FAMILY

BEXELVHP
VITAMINS &
MINERALS

FULL GARMENT
CASH and CARRY

VITAMIN
SALE
(VERY HIGH POTENCY)

CLEAN & STEAM

We Make Keys

Bexel

M

nnbers
Show

OUTSIDE
LATEX
HOUSE PAINT
$2.99 Gallon

Mal

Of interest to Homemakers

THURSDAY, MARCH 2, 1972

FULTON, KENTUCKY
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THE NEWS

— Straight And Flare Legs

PUBLIC SALE

— Solids And Tweeds

"PALESTINE COMMUNITY"

— Waist Sizes 28 To 42

Saturday, March 4, 1972— 10:00 A. M.
Selling at the Roy Bard Farm for Bard Bros., located four
miles west of Fulton, Ky. on Middle Road (Hwy 166) across
from Palestine Community Center. (Watch for the large Auction sign.)
Our Farming Operation Has Outgrown Our Equipment
3 - TRACTORS
1966 Oliver 1650 Diesel, with
Hydra Power Drive, frontend
weights and two way ram hookups. — Super 77 Oliver, Gas,
Live PTO — Ford 860 Gas, 5
Forward & Live PTO.

TRUCK
1954 Chevrolet 2 Ton, 2 speee
and grainbed.
COMBINE
International 11 Self Propelled
with Cab, Pickup Reel, 10'
Header.

MISC, EQUIPMENT
Ford Manure Loader
12 Ford Wheel Type Disc.
No. 207, Sealed Bearings
4 x 14" Ford No. 118 Plow
Ford Heavy Duty Subsoils,4 Row No. 461 International
Cultivator, Front Mount
8' International Disc
2 x 16" Oliver Plow
7' International No. 25 Mower,
Cycle Type
Section Harrow, Rotary Ho*,
Cultipacker
3 x 14" Ford No. 101 Plow

Single Bush & Bog Disc
6' Ford Mower, Grain Drill
2 Double Action Oliver Cylinders & Hoses
1 Metal Ear Corn Crib (To Be
Moved)
1 New Sump Pump
2 Stalk Cutters, Trailer Type
2 Riding Lawn Mowers
300 Tobacco Stick
New Ideal Pull Type Mower
New Ideal Manure Spreader
2 Yd. Pull Type Dirt Pan
1
6/
I Pieces of Horse Drawn
S
Equipment.

day of sale or anytime before
OPEN SALE
Open Sale — This is an open sale day.
sale. Turn that surplus mierch- TERMS: Cash or good person
- andlse into ready cash. ff INSP.aiized Check. — Sale: Rain or
have merchandise you woutd Shine—Plenty of outside heatlike to sell bring it with you ers available.

$14.00 To $18.00
Buy now.

.selections are big

KASNOW'S
448 LAKE ST.

FIJI TON

IT'1111 TOME TOP
FaIRIIIMI LAP IrCOLPIPII
11:06INOR AMID MAVIS

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT —
BARD BROTHERS, Owners — Fulton, Ky. — Phone 472-2320

Sale Conducted by — Ainley's Auction Service
COL. RUBERT AINLEY—Auctionesr, Lic. No. 6 Dukedom,
Tennessee — Phone 822-3593.
COL. C. W. BURROW — Broker & Sales Mgr Fulton, Ky.
Phone 472-1371

Bay Family Shoe Store

oe Kirk, HarJones, Frankohnson, Larry
lones, Tommy
mpbell, Danny
irhees, Dickle
?, Gary TuckJim Williams,
ph Stroud, JaSublett, ErTerry Pow-

220 LAKE ST.

FULTON, KY.

rapes
Made To Order

GRAND
OPENING
S
UNDAY,
MARCH 5th
Under

Your Choice of 120 Fabrics!
Fiberglass

the
management of
Max and Vera
Day

guard

* Rayon and Acetate
* Brocades
Florals

Cotton Scotch* Solids

I,.$2.50, $2.75, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00 Yd.

FREE!

Let us measure your home for a free estimate!

Your choice of
a free
desserf
with each
meal served
Sunday.
Open Sunday
at II: a.

READY - MADE DRAPES $5.50 to $9.00 pair
63-INCH TO 84-INCH LENGTHS

It's two-tone time in our town —
and Jarman two-tones simply offer

more for your money. As
handsome — and easy-wearing
evidence — we present this
bress-eyelet straight tip.(We
also have other Jarman
two-tones you'll like.)

Restaurant

Pick your selection Now and
beat the Springtime rush/
Have new drapes ready b
Spring housecleaning time.

Highlands .
Fulton, Ky...

Closeout! Reg. $6.00 Ladies
CORDUROY

815 BROADWAY,SOUTH FULTON
Hours: Mon. thru Thur. 8:30 - 6; Fri. - Sat. 8:30 -8

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, March 2, 1972
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72 HOUR SALE

r

Whirlpool APPLIANCE
Twe's running out...prices go hack up oiler

CLASSIFIED ADS
o MUCH. . .
for so LITTLE...
********oo
per word
014
to reach
6,500 Homes 1

FOR SALE: 1910 Chrysler
New Yorker 4-door hardtop,
cream color, brown vinyl top.
V8, automatic, power steering,
power brakes, factory air, pow er seat, power windows; this a
1-owner, local car. See or call
Aubrey Taylor at Taylor Chevrolet-Buick JD FlatAit. lihothe
472-2406.

FANTASTIC SAVINGS 014
LXA5540

WHIRLPOOL

BULLDOZER SCRAPER
OPERATORS NEEDED
Training now being offered
on modern heavy equipment.
Industry wages exceed $6.00
per hour in most areas. Experience is not necessary. For immediate application call: Area
Code 613-648-4971 or Write
Heavy Equipment Division, P.
0. Box 3037, Clarksville, Tennessee 37040.

REGULAR

Heavy duty pump and transmission, magic-clean filter, five
water temp, four water levels.
4 cycles and 2 speeds.

Two-speed automatic washer with 3 cycles; permanent press cycle. Five water temperatures. Two
water levels. Lint filter. Available in colors.

REASONS
TO SHOP
LXE5500

AUTOMATIC
DRYER

LXE6700

FOR SALE: 1967 Chevelle 2
door hardtop, white, black vinyl
top, power steering, power
tirskss sindLti$r•ca local car and
Gall,Iltanus ltilliams at Taylor ChevroletBuick, 472-2466.

FOR SALE: 1967 Delta 88
Oldsmobile 4-door sedan; beige
with white vinyl top; V8, automatic, power steering, power
brakes, factory air, white tree,
wheel covers. See or call Vernon Spraggs at Taylor Chevrolet - Buick in Fulton; phone
472-2486.

229

REGULAR 219.00

FOR SALE: 1971 Chevrolet
Impala custom coupe; brov n
and white vinyl top, Tenn. title,
ODO owner, 13,000 miles, fully
equipped. See or call Mike Williams at Taylor ChevroletHeist in .Fulton, Kentucky;
phone 472-2466.

ALL PERSONS having claims
against the estate of Laura
Weatherspoon are notified to
file their claims, verified according to law, with the undersigned at the address given below no later than June 9, 1972.
James H. Amberg
Hickman, Kentucky

AUTOMATIC
WASHER

9900

BE AN AVON REPRESENTATIVE! It's an easy way to
make money and have fun in
your free hours. Call 898-2708
or write Margaret Taylor, Box
1022, Paducah, Ky. 42001.

Five drying cycles. Choose from 4
preset cycles and a special permanent press cycle, three selections
for the proper drying temperature,
lint filter. Available in colors.

1. Every Item Fully
Guaranteed.
2. Customer Satisfaction
Guaranteed.
3. Local Service
4. Local Fre, Delivery
5. Factory Warranties
6. Local Financing
7. Cash-Credit-Loy Away
8. Name Brand Merchandise
at Discount Prices.

SUPREME
DRYER

599

GULAR
179.00

Dryer with custom drying control
ns the moisture decreases the
temperature decreases. 3 temp
with permanent press., lint filter.

EWT15J

NO-FROST

REFRIGERATOR
28800

II

REGULAR 319.0C
No frost, 15 cubic foot, 115 pound
freezer section. Twin crispers. Buy
now and save at BIG K.
RWE 308 or
RWE 302

AUCTION
SCHOOL
Free Sample Lesson
In addition to conducting classes at our horns office we offer
one of the most complete cobras* •vellable for home study.
We also conduct classes at
various colleges and universities. This school Is approved by
the state board of school and
college registration In our home
stets. Reg. No. 71-12-0286H.
For Information and • frwi
sample lesson writs:
Knott. School of Auctl
ing
1143 Second Avenu•
OsInpolle, gfile 64481

WANTED!
55 Wk

Tim

L

Tutio =MD 1

Wheiels BsAinted

LXA6700

SUPREME

1

FOR SALE: 1969 Pontiac
Lellians 2-door hardtop, Tennessee title, vinyl interior, dark
green; V8, automatic, power
steering, power brakes, air„ a
local 1-owner car; new-car
trade in. See or call Chuck
Jordan at Taylor ChevroletBuick in Fulton; IYhone 472-2466.

Mar,

Whirlpool APPLIANCES

AUTOMATIC
WASHER

'SENT 100betilcha4rs. crutches
sad other convalescent aids at
CITY SUPER DRUG 408 Lake
l.
Fulton, Ky

INCOME TIAX. returns prepared; 38 years experience
CAI John W. Bostick, 33.7 Third
Street. Fulton; Phone 472-1647.

,open

SALE ENDS SAT AT 9PM

DELUXE RANGE

00

00
REGULAR '199.00

AXL210-3

Automatic timer clock. Choice of colors.
Storage drawer. Appliance outlet.

21,000

9000 BTU

BTU

AIR CONDITIONER
AIR CONDITIONER

21,000 BTU, 220 volts, complete with window installation kit, adjustable thermostat, 3 speed cooling, air
directional controls.

28800

188

REGULAR
199.95

9,000 BTU, 110 volts, easy slide out,
window installation, adjustable thermostat.

AXIA090.2

REGULAR 339.00

!mama AuGbizil
City Tire Co.
let
State UDC
1,
Pb. 4714741

OBION SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER
REELFOOT AVE

STORE HOURS: MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 9

AM

TO 9 PM

AUTOMATIC
WASHER

UNION

CITY

REGULAR
189.00
Two-speed automatic washer. Two
cycle. Lint filter.

Balloonists Lost
Exploring Arctic
MURRAY, Ky. - Notification
has been received at Murray
State University that federal
funds haVe been approved for
five continuing and six new twoyear fellowships in the graduate
program for community college
teacher preparation.
Dr. Charles Tolley, director of
higher education and program

coordinator at Murray State,
said the latest funding of about
$65,000 from the U.S. Office of
Education brings the total allocation since the program was
initiated in 1909 to about 8290,000.
To begin next fall and continue
hrough the summer of 1974, the
fellowships must be received by

March 1. A committee on the
campus at Murray State will select fellowship recipients from
the eligible graduate students
who apply. Awards will be announced by April 5.
Applications or requests for
new fellowships will bring to 2,

1openGIT-N-GO
7a.m.to 11p.m.

the number financed at Murray
State, including 10 for the 198971. six for 1970-72, and five for
1971-73.
Murray State was one of 80
colleges and universities located
in 41 states and the District of
Columbia to be approved for fellowship funds under the Educa-

PUBLIC SALE
Household - Curios - Collectibles
SATURDAY,

MARCH 4, 1972- 1:00 P. M.

801 Vine and Jefferson Streets
Fulton, Kentucky

Mary and Harvey Jeffrey
Phone 472-1821

Have sold my home and gone to rest home
Mrs. Myrtle Temple, owner
Mrs. H. C. Sams, Mgr. 472-3361
Col. Rubent Ainley & Associates, Auctioneers

(A6700

822-3593 or

472-1371

COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
Air Conditioning and heating
FIVE YEAR CX GUARANTEE

EME

'ER
100

Opaque Panty I
Hose
I all colors
I Complete Line of
I
Magazines
I
land reading material'
Complete Line of
Dtug Supplies I

Our Five-Year Guarantee
for your new air conditioning
equipment will take care of
the cost of ports, service labor
and refrigerant for a period of
five. years from the installation date.
Soma of the important features of this insured warranty
are:
1. The warranty is noncancellable. In the unlikely
event something should happen to our company, another
qualified company will continue to service your equipment through the full fiveyear period (at no COO to
you.)
2. The warranty covers air
conditioning
equipment Ito.
drilled at "your address".
This means that it automatically is transferred to a new
owner should you sell.
3. Whenever your air conditioning equipment requires
repair or replacement of a
component part, we will perform the work required during normal working hours at
no charge to you. This in-

eludes parts, labor and refrigerant required. However,
it does not include cleaning or
replacement of your air filters, which must be maintained by you. Other items excluded (which rarely, if ever,
require service) are cabinets,
painting, trim, etc., and it
does not cover maintenance
items such as lubrication,
cleaning and inspections.
Naturally, we cannot be responsible for conditions beyond our control, such as
damage caused by fire, floods,
windstorms and lightening.
However, property insurance
normally covers mast of these
accidents. And, of course, we
cannot be held responsible for
vandalism, misuse or willful
neg lee!.
NOTE: Belts are excluded on
systems over 5 tons.

Rick Berlage, Service Mgr.

119 MORRIS STREET,

mazes th•
s. 3 temp
, lint filter.

Fulton's Only Convenience Store
With RED CARPET SERVICE!

FEDERATED • OUR WORK Is QUICK,
CONVENIENT, ACCURATE
• OUR NATIONWIDE SERVICE CAN
SERVICE
SAVE YOU TIME, EFFORT Si MONEY

INCOME TAX

THREE AND FOUR YARDS WIDE

100 - Yard
$1000
Piece - -

Wage Rate Up 10.7%
PARIS-According to the Labor Ministry, the hourly wage
rate in France rose 10.7 per cent
in the year ended Sept. 30.

Southern spRING
States

sALE

pen away!/Brand prize:INTERNATIONAL Model1110 Pickup
Skil 71/4"Power Saw

.10 Qt.Galvanized
Pall

....-,,'
4.46011..........

SALE $24.44

.

SALE 98c

'
1alig4*:

• Heei+de;"'

Regular Suutsted
Retell Pecs $27.99

-lit

9 amp motor. 5200 RPM.
Helical gears. Van-torque
clutch. No. 1715.

Built for rough use. Strongly
attached "ears." No. 101.

..,

Post Hole
Digger

.-

a

No. 33.

. /
.

' "R

.......k
N..

SOUTH FULTON, TENN.

SAL!
S35
7.

dillif(
Regular Suggested
Retail Price $9.35

Heavy Duty '
Seed Sower i
SALE $6.45

Regular Suggested
Retail Price $28.60

woo
........
.p...

Regular
Suggested
Retail
Price .
1
88.65

!

t

Double Zinc-Coated Barbed Wire
80 rod roll

IOC°

Unico "Motto"4-point.
Double zinc. . . longer life.
High tensile strength.

i
f

1

(

No

144

t

"Super-Highway"
N, Farm Truck Tirei

SALE $9.35
MOtto
•

1 Ton Hoist-Puller
SALE $23.25

1
1

LaUriff2/
Go /106fel

The Spanish explorer Balboa
didn't like lawyers and he
successfully kept them out of
the West Indies for 10 years.

March
3-18

68 great prizes/

OFFICE PHONE (901) 479-2311

I Complete Line of
I
Party Foods

FEDERAL INCOME TAX SERVICE
Let us prepare your income tax /or*

Plant Bed Canvas

additional Information may be
addressed to: Dr. Charles Tolley, Director of Higher Education, School of Education, Murray State University, Murray.
Kentucky, 42071.

REGULAR
00

ing control,

STOCKHOLM - Swedish engineer Salomon A. Andree was
the first person to attempt Arctic exploration by air. He left
Danskoya. Spitsbergen, in a
balloon in 1897 and headed for
Use North Pole.

Page 3

The fate of Andree and his Courteous
LOW PRICES
PROMPT SERVICE
two companions was unknown
MRS. JOANN POYNEFt
Competent
until the remains of his expediWATER VALLEY, KY.
Confidential
These new fellowships will tion were found in 1930 at KviLocated 2 miles of Water Valley - lost oft
toya
Island,
between
Spitsbergprovide the university an opporConscientious Highway 94 - Please Phone 355-2211.
tunity to improve the structure en and Franz Josef Land.
of the existing program and to
make a significant contribution
to the growing two-year college
system," he added.
Fellowships include provision
for $2,400 for the first year and
82,600 for the second year, with
an additional 8500 per year for
each eligible dependent and payment of resident or non-resident
fees.
Part of the two-year program
for fellowship recipients will be
a semester as an intern in a twoyear college.
Applications for the six new

,.*
-

Stanley Jones Mechanical Contractors
(Service Depart.)

tion Professions Development
Act, Part E. The original appropriation to the university was
for more than 8100,000.
Tolley said he is pleased with
the interest that has been shown
in the program to prepare personnel for teaching in two-year
•
colleges.
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Fulton, Ky.

lip
.10/
'

These Unico tires give great
highway performance, good
traction off the highway too.
Nylon cord.

Galvanized 5 Panel Gate
mammirirAi
..kamon
memp-Amou mair.4.M..

12 t 4 ft.

SALE

ININIP' ININIONIIII IOW AillineMik

.
oh,,,, ...,

..eireempegg..

41A111.7111/

Alka Seltzer
LSA3340

Hand Cream
Reg. 52.50

)0
REGULAR
189.00

260's;

BUY ONE 25-LB. BAG
At Regular Price

SALE $24.95

hfulefSawsktdistailPriceS2110
Wig
, ,. . ._-

FULTON,KY.

DIAL

'15.00 off
\\ per pair

,

,

Unico's 2-4-D burns weed
tips. Ends nuisance shorts.
115-volt. Safe, dependable.

Reg 91 69

Aluminum Asphalt Flbrated
Roof Coating
, _ _
SALE $15.65
-_ _....

Regular Suggested Retail Price s18.65

MN

GET SECOND BAG
FOR ONLY $1.00
Browder Milling Co.; Inc

,

4

Unico Mark V

Reg. 79c

Lysol Aerosol
14-oz,

plus 52.87 Fed. tax

* This 4 ply tire is equivalent to our current or
most recent 6 ply Nylon cord tire. No industrywide ply definition exists.

Weed Burning Fence Controller

Soil Puffs

tailor. Two

700 x 15 tube-type
4 ply, 6 ply rated *

SALE '20.75 SALE '24.25
plus $2.42 Fed, tax

Rugged riveted construction.
Resists sagging, twisting.
By Unico.

Dorothy Gray

670 x 15 tube-type
4 ply, 6 ply rated *

••••0

•-..--,

Big, bold, belted.

Wider than conventional

tires. Massive wrap-around tread and extrastrength Polyester cords for soft, smooth ride.
Belted with

Fiberglass for stability, control,
mileage. All popular

less "squirm," prolonged
sizes.

Baby Magic
Lotion, 9-oz;

Gallon covers 200-300 square
feet. No. 61.

Glas-Belt Tiros

Reg. $1.29

03

southern stiaNcteRpsORACTE0D-Operative

7

2-1300

Central Ave., South Fulton 479-2352

Fulton, Ky.
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c-wecare

DO YOU HAVE
A DOUBT ABOUT
THE QUALITY OF
OUR"PRIVATE"BRANDS?

Super-Right Be

Rump
Ann Page —

Super-Right fh

Black Pepper

390

4 oz. can

Mayonnaise

Qt. Jar

Iodized Salt

100

26 oz. Box

Btl.

790

Ground
Good

Lowest Everyday Price
HEAVY
DUTY

100° Brazillan

Super-Right

Skinless

On Detergent In Town
EIGHT

6.c Lo cf<

They overlook three eye-openers:

:c:OffEi

1. Aside from being the world's largest food retailer,
A&P is also one of the largest food processors.

DETERGENT

2. Even with products we don't process ourselves, we
buy directly from the producer and eliminate
many middlemen costs.
3. Every item which bears the A&P name is as good as..
or better than . . . comparable national brands.
That last point is rigid policy from which we never deviate
and is easy for you to prove without risking a nickel.

19 oi box
29C
box
0
lb.
5
99C

3 lb

101.

59,

3

If you're not satisfied,

A&P "Aerosol"

1 lb Bag
69C

Instant Coffee
A&P Vacuum Pak (None Finer)

Window Cleasieris.can390

MARVEL

$1.99

A&P's Eight O'Clock

Spray Starch

ii

LB BAG

Save 19( per pound Over last year.

Just try a shopping-cart full of A&P Brands, now,
while the big sale is on.

Coffee

3 Lb. Can

A&P
WHOLE KERNEL

ICE(REAM
1-Gallon

Sirloin T
5 L. Pkg. or

A&P

And they can't understand how
A&P can sell an A&P Brand for less than the
top quality national brand ... without sacrificing quality.

we'UyJ

590

Sliced B

We know that some people do.
They still think that if the price is low,
the quality must be low.

a

R4

FRUIT
DRINK

GOLDEN
CORN

$109

or CUT GREEN BEANS
16 01
cans

Great A&P Brands

$1.00
Great A&P Brands

Purina
A&P's Own

A&P Grade A — 16 oz. cans

Daily Dog Food -- 15 oz.can 9c

Applesauce

A&P's Own

Ann Page

A&P Brand — 16 oz cans

Pink Salmon - - - 1 lb. can 79c

Egg Noodles - - 3-1-1b. pkgs. $1.00

Sauer Kraut

Ann Page

Daily Dry

A&P Brand — 16 az cans

Peanut Butter - - 18 oz. jar 59c

Dog Food - -- 25 lb. bag $1.99

Sweet Peas

Dog Chow ----25 lb. bag $2.99

Ann Page

A&P

A&P's Own

5 for $1.00

Grape Juice - - - 24 oz. btl. 39c
A&P's Marvel

5 for $1.00

Saltines

1 lb. ox 29c

A&P's Own — 200 ct Boxes

4 for 89c

Facial Tissue

4 for $1

...1$ 4v

100%
CORN
OIL

margarine i

MARGARINE

Great
A&P

3 c1,:ibs $1.00

Brands

II
APAda
BLE

I CORN bk.
.;
s TABLE SPREAD

with
mon
Good
Coup
Mar

Great
A&P

100(
JELI

Brands

GEL
Ann Page (3 Varieties)

A&P's Own

2 lb. jar 59c

A&P's Own — 8 oz. pkg.

A&P's Own

Wonder Foil --- - 75 ft. roll 68c

Cream Cheese - - - 3 for $1.00

Hair Spray — — — — 14 oz. can 59c

Ched-O-Bit

Sunnyfield

Jam or jelly - -- - 3 lb. jar 89c

1 lb. pkg. 25c

Cheese Slices --- 16 oz. pkg. 79c

Corn Flakes - - - 18 oz. box 34c

Preserves
An Page Grape

A&P's Own

Red Beans w/Chili Gravy 341.00

Ann Page Non-Fat

1 lb. pkg. 25c

Dry Milk

A&P Plastic

20 qt. box $1.99

Sandwich Bags --89 ct. pkg. 29c

Good

SUPER RIGHT- DELICIOUS GRAIN FED BEEF

STEAK SALE!
SIRLOIN ROUND STEAK
$1.43
$1.18

Porterhouse Steak
Ground Round

590

Super-Right Boneless

A&P Vac Pak

Rump Roast - - — - - lb. $1.28

Bologna

Super-Right Boneless

Chunk

lb. $1.28

Sirloin Tip Roast

1 lb. pkg. 75c

lb. 69c

Ground Beef
AS Good

Sliced Bacon - - - - lb. pkg. 79c

Braunschweiger

Whole Picnics
Cap'n John Frozen

lb. 75c

Bologna

Fish Sticks ---- 10 oz. pkg. 49c
Cap'n. John Haddock or

Super-Right (First Cut)

Pork Chops

lb. 79c

Cod Portions -- 2 lb. pkg. $1.49

lb. 69e

Perch Fillets - - - 1 lb. pkg. 49c

Cap'n John Ocean

Super-Right Sliced

Beef Liver
Genuine U S

Country Hams
Fresh

lb. 59c

Chunk

5 Lb. Pkg. or More

r90

Virginia Farm (Whole or Half)

1
FRESH DELICIOUS

IDAHO POTATOES STRAWBERRIES
59c

78

Quart Box

Farm Fresh

Faultless

Produce

Faultless

Spray Starch - - - 15 oz. can 53c.
Fabric Finish -- - 22 oz. can 69c
Fleishrnann's

1 lb. ctn. 40c

Margarine
Handi-Whip 9 oz. can 39C

990

White or Pink

Alka-Seltzer Plus
$100

•

Texas Grapefruit ---8 for $1.00

FAS

Wash. State (171idcr Golden)

Delicious Apples - - 10 for 69c

Bottle of 36

Vine-Ripe

Tomatoes

3 lbs. $1.00
unnnnworx
Jane Parker Enriched

WHITE BREAD
Save 24 on

btl. 39c

Se Oft Label

COMET
CLEANSER

12c

WITH COUPON
..:1--R Coupon good at war
,
Food Stone. Coupon
r-a
good thru Sat., March
4. Regular Prim
'
without coupon. Limit
1 coupon per customer.

With Coupon
5.*

lino Parker
Hot Cross
Pkg.

4ox 29c

of 12

for $1

BUBB
49C

A&P LAUNDRY BLEACH
.

A&P Laundry

BLEACH

J
ool.

29c

GALLON JUG

with coupon & PAO or
more additional Purchase_
Good only at A&P VslueianL5
coupon good thru Sat., —
• March 4. Reg. Price without
coupon. Limit One Coupon
customer
JOON) UVUUUVVUUU

900(0001)""))
GELATIN

can 59c
Jox 34c
kg. 29c

soxie 54c

WITS COUPON
Good Only At A&P Flood ---,
. Coupon good thru
Sat., March t Regular
Without Coupen.„---,
Price
Limit 1 Coupon Per

P-SSO
Anti-Bacterial

2 ir• 18e
SOAP wrrn co I II

Good Only At A&P Food ,
Stores. Coupon good thru
Sat., March 4. Regular )
Without Coupon.- ,
Price
limit 1 Coupon Per

VERNET

AP•ponh
WM()

toms
the Purchase of a S on
Salt of MAXWELL HOUSE

Coupon with 21Ie l'oward
Purchase of 2 Lb. Can of

FOLGE RS COFFEE

_

INSTANT COFFEE

Coupon Good Burn Sat.._
March 4. Regular Prieswithout coupon. Limit
o per customer.

AP

AP

Sat,—
Coupon Good thin
Prfool
March 4. Regular
without Coupon. Limit 1
coupon per customer.

.UO000000E00AP

FEATURE OF THE WEEK

Sheffield Heirloom Quality China

Bread &
Butter Di$hr,..4, ettin
Ifs not too tete to begin gout set of besonful Sheffield "Sewed figs
thine This week coilat these lovely densest dishes at this mewling by
0.6

!Fulton, Ky.
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U.S. CHOICE

U.S. CHOICE TENDERIZED ROUND

99c STEAK .109
1,1•29 ROAST im

STEAK

LB.

U.S. CHOICE HEEL OF ROUND

'U.S. CHOICE BONELESS
ROLLED RUMP

ROAST

4111IP'

00

LB

BONE - IN

HALF

Lb. $1.09

ROUND STEAK

RUMP ROAST

EXTRA LEAN BONELESS

Lb,99c
Ok

CATFISH

LB.

BREAST

6 TURKEYS

LEGS
GIZZARDS

Lb. 69c

WINGS

Lb. 69c

_ ____
LEGS & THIG

Lb. 49c

THIGHS

_ Lb. 49c

SHORTENING
3 89c
OLEO 5

10 patties
Per pack.

0 PATTIES
5
Lb.29c
ROOSTER -FRIES
FRIES

LB'

_ Lb. 19c
_ Lb. 49c

BACKS

_ Lb. 12c
_
STEELES SWEET

NECKS _

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

MARBEL STICK

LBS. 1

PIG TAILS

Lb.35c

Lb.35c

HOG MAWS

Lb.35r

AMERRICAN SINGLE (KRAFT)

$1

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

74c
53c

PHIL CREAM CHEESE
KRAFT PIMENTO, OLIVE PIMENTO, PINEAPPLE

JAR CHEESE 12.5-oz. 3 For _ $1.00

SWISS CHEESE

12-oz.

89c
$1.83

2 Lb. Box

AMER-CHEESE

Lb.46c

MARGARINE

Reg.Sic

19c
Instant Folgers
COFFEE 10-oz. Jar

6

MARGARINE

$139

WITH THIS COUPON

Maxwell House
COFFEE 2,Lb.Can $1.69
Offer Expires March 9
E. W.James'& Sons South Fulton
WITH THIS COUPON

ARMOUR TRIM'
Can 39c
Offer Expires March 9
E. W.James & Sons-South Fulton
WITH THIS COUPON

100 FREE

CINNAMON ROLLS

5

_ _ $1.17

GALLON

Winter Garden, Frozen

FRUIT CLOBBLER
STOKELY'S

TOMATO CATSUP
26-oz.Bot. 49c
Plus Quality Stamps

50 FREE

COOKING OIL

TEA MIX

$1.05
3 For

SANDWICH LOAF

_ $1.00

6

FOR

59c
4 For __

$1.00

KOSHER

SWEET PEAS

49c

1

FOR

KING SIZE 32-oz. BOTTLE

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

PAN CAKE SYRUP

33c

THRILL LIQUID

65c

39c

SWEET GHERKINS

YELLOW CORN
4FoRsi

Vacuum
Packed

5 For _ _ 61.80

-FOPS RITE

STOK.LY'S WHOLE
GREEN

wall

2Ic
PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

SAUCER

la

itIll roe I lion Wit I NW It II impels.

This 'Week's Treasure
1 ICE MILK
Ch
MRS W.C. DIMONS
JDISINFECTA:
.
Winner

kLysoL .4 oz. can

H YDE PARK

TOTEM

30 Gallon

TRASH BAGS

79c

I DINNER ROLI

SOUTH FULTON, TENN.

SWEET PEAS ri OZ. 4 Cans _ $1.00
Iry Oil or Tomato Sauce

FISH STEAKS 33 4-oz. Can ____ 21c
PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

STOKELY'S No. 2 can
CRUSHED OR SLICED

CAN

303
size
CAN

DESSERT DISH Rea
PLA
CUT
F
E
:
419
11
:

est

39c

Quart

BEAcH CLIFF 33/4-on. CAN

16-oz.Bag

THIS IS ONE WII
WE LIKE TO
29csr,trom
..:
w...41:1
29c8r.
rOlith
29cIrpt= THINK YOU FOR
WO •""4"tar Sag 29ctrgAeste
Week
Ito Woe Ilems 1011 be mil al Ilmet spot* prim
YOUR tUSINES
ter in Its watt' they in
solokle
DINNER PLATE

WWArdr.4711GOGGIMIEZIEWArlAGICAWArdICASARARaiagaggl
TURNER'S OR SWI I

STOKELY'S 303 SIZE

SLICED CARROTS

AllralndrAndrArAPIFIFIFIFIFIVAPPIPAIKIIIIIIWAPAVIVAVIIKIMPAVAPIAIVAII.

PLUS
QUALITY
STAM PS

GATORADE

with every
$5 purchase
on our plan

PLATE

STOKELY'S

20c OFF

9c

Mart nut est wog moo two psoll Iwo s
teapots unite.

16-oz. Jar _ _ 4k

PICKLE STRIPS

TABLEWARE

Set a shining table with 24 Karat Gold electroplate Golden Banquet tableware. Pick up a
different place setting piece each week at our
low price with a minimum purchase.

STOKELY'S 12 oz. can WHOLE KERNEL

SCHOOL DAY 303 size

GODCHAUX PURE CANE

SUG

WITH THIS CQUPON
AND $7.50 ADDITIONAL
PURCHASE EXCLUDING
MILK AND TOBACCO
PRODUCTS
Limit 1 Coupon Per Family

29tPINEAPPLE 39 .11.W.JAMES 1

100 FREE QUALITY STAMPS
WITH 2 LBS.

MRS. WEAVER'S PRODUCTS

PLUS
QUALITY I
STAMPS 1

FOR

KEAlen
iaOte?
c„TopC

EACH
PLACE
SETTING
PIECE
JUST

STOKELY'S 8-oz. JAR

DILL PICKLES

BEANS

24

k

Lb. 29c

SALTINE CRACKERS

BAMA 24-oz. BOTTLE

SOUR PICKLES

POP CORN

99c

STOKELY'S CANDIED SWEET DILL

n-07. JAR

4 seive

10-oz. Jar

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

4/

22-oz. JAR

STOKELY'S 22-oz. JAR

GOLDEN BOUQUET

Quart _ _ _ _ 59c

LIMA BEANS
Cl

SWEET PICKLES
STOKELY'S

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

HART'S 303 size GREEN

GREEN BEANS
STOKELY'S

with a minim
you save!
EACH
PLACE 1
SETTING
PIECE
JUST

3 For ___ $1.00

MERIT

QUALITY STAMPS
WITH ANY -- 2 PACKAGES

Lb. 45c

FOP $

SALAD DRESSING
L & M INSTANT

STOKELY'S 303 SIZE 16-0z.

.QUALITY STAMPS

DI

sunlit w
ware can nom
a place settil

2-00. CAN
1
9/

KRAFT 48-oz. BOTTLE

Offer Expires March 9th
E. W.James & Sons-South Fulton

BREAD

Lb.38c

KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP

SWEET MILK

HYDE PARK

The

SOFT PARKAY

FOR $

OUR FAVORITE 303 size

WITH THIS COUPON

5

APPLESAUCE

DANISH CHAMP 12-oz.

E. W.James & Sons-South Fulton

LB.
BAG

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

STOKLEY'S 303 size

E. W. JAMES

POST TOASTIES
This Coupon Is Worth 12c

3l-cBAN 73c FLOUR
59
CHEESE
PILLSBURY

PARKAY CORN - OIL

PLUS
QUALITY
ST AM PS

WITH THIS COUPON

LIGHT CRUST

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

HOMINY

12-oz. Box

MUTTON

Lb.99c

COUNTRY HAMS

PARKAY MAXI CUP

CUT BEETS
FOR $1

HIND - QUARTERS

KRAFT MIRACLE 6 - STICK

VAN CkMPS NO. 2 size WHITE

STOKLEY'S 303 size

CHITTI

COUN'IllY H.

Lb.59c

PORK RIBS

RICHTEX

REELFOOT F

SLICED

MEATY LEAN

WHOLE OR HALF

Lb. 35c

JOW1

31b. $
package

2 LB.
box

KRAFT

12o-z.

99 HAM

BACK BONES

SLICED

KRAFT SLICED AMERICAN

KRAFT SLICED NATURAL

I2-oz.

KREYCRAVEMASTER
BONELESS
Whole or Half
(WASTE
FREE) LB.
$119
0

Lb.61-(19

FAT BACK.
SMOKE

SHORTENING

15 oz.
For
can
SPREDIT-IMITATION CHEESE

SPREAD

NECK BONES
DUNN' S FROZEN MEAT

POTATOES

3 lb.
CAN

SLICED CHEESE

Lb. 39c

CHICKENS

U.S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED
SWIFT'S EMPIRE HEN

FRESH WATER FROZEN

With The Purchase

Lb.35c

PIG FEET

ROASTING

STEW MEAT

KRAFT TUB

Lb.89c

--41211
THIS AD GOOD THURSDAY MARCH 2 THRU WEDNESDA

50 FREE

,ttMAXiSAVIt

QUALITY STAMPS
WITH THE PURCHASE

BRUNDRIDGE PORK SAUSAGE
WONDER 10-oz. BAG POTATO CHIPS

T

sukRnimu

WE RESERVE DIE RIGHT TO LIMIT W.
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CENTER CUT PORK

89c
FRESH TENDER PORK

LEAN BONELESS PORK

CUTLETS

Lb.35c
Lb.35c

Lb. 29c

FAT BACK
SLICED
SMOKE JOWL

Lb.45c

Lb.59c

Lb.99c

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

CHITTERLINGS

HYDE PARK

Lb. 59c
PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

16 oz. loaf

Lb.99c

i '
t

Lb. 49c

BAR - B 0
PORK
BAR a 0
CHICKENS

CORN 5 $1
;LARD
79c CAKE MIX

Lb. $1.49

BAR - B - 0
SANDWICHES

Lb.69c

HAMBURGERS

10

Dr. PEPPER

FOR $1

ON
BOTTLES

4 lb.
carton

STOKELY'S 303 SIZE CAN
FRUIT COCKTAIL

CASTILIAN CASUAL

DINNERWARE

4IDINTY MOORE

The sunlit warmth of golden Castilian dinnerware can now be yours for very little! Each week,
a place setting piece is yours for just pennies
with a minimum purchase. Build your set while
you save!

29

EACH
PLACE
SETTING
PIECE
JUST

3 For __ $1.00

24-oz. _ _ 49c
1 VEGETABLE STEW
2 SIZE CAN
/
STOKELY'S 21
$1.00
1 PEACHES
3 For

3

FRUIT

FOR $1

k

it Gold electrore. Pick up a
oh week at our
lase.

POT

5,

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

Box

YO

$1.00

31c

$1.00

JARS

894

TOWELS 3FoR890
HEINZ

59c

32-oz.

KOSHER DILL
HEINZ

KOSHER DILL SPEARS 24-oz. _ _ 59c
STOKELY'S
TOMATO SAUCE 8-oz. 8 For VAX

PIES

ORANGE JUICE
12 oz.
can

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS
89c

3 For

WINTER GARDEN FROZEN

23c

5 For

SEALSWEET FROZEN

FM Sol

MORTON'S FROZEN
CREAM PIES

$1.00

5 For

GALA GIANT SIZE PAPER

MORTON'S FROZEN

PIES

PET RITZ 2 PER PKG.
3Pkgs.
PIE SHELLS
WINTER GARDEN FROZEN
k BUTTER BEANS 10-oz.
41 WINTER GARDEN 8-oz.
t BRUSSEL SPROUTS 8-oz.

:EWARE

0% ak

2-oz. CAN
/
MARY LOU 151
$1.00
GREEN BEANS
7 For _
WALDROF
BATH ROOM TISSUE 4-RoltPkg. 39c
VIVA
35c
PAPER NAPKINS 140 ct. _

MORTON'S FROZEN

with every
$5 purchase
on our plan

59c

BABY FOOD

89°

DUNCAN HINES

REELFOOT

UALITY TABLE SETTINGS

FOR

4

LB.

HEINZ STRAINED

PLUS
DEPOSIT

303
cans

Lb.99c

BACON

32 oz. BOTTLE

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS CREAM STYLE

Lb. 99c

REELFOOT Whole or Half Slab

LB.

Lb.69c

BREAKFAST
CHOPS
TENDER
CALF LIVER

Whole or Half

BOLOGNA

PArMIlragrIaKarIPII/AMMIIMAIMAIrar/ArAlr/41-

29c

CROWDER PEAS 10-oz.Box _
WINTER GARDEN FROZEN
BLACKEYE PEAS 16-oz. Box

PLUSLIT ,
QUA
STAMPS

4
39

TEN-N. FROZEN 12-oz. BAG
WHOLE ONIONS 12-oz. Bag _ _
GARDEN DELIGHT FROZEN
FRENCH FRIES 5 Lb. Bag _

29c
79c

U. S. No.1

29c

Lb.lk

SWEET POTATOES

Freshest Fruits And Vegetables In Town Plus Lowest Prices

RI) with
$5 purchase
on our plan
every

3
TOMATOES L.25t1STRAWBERRIES
20
RED
EXTRA GOOD TASTING VINE
RIPENED

PHIS IS ()NE WIY
WE LIKE TO
ruitNK YOU FOR
YOUR gUSINESS

P

$tart cow set iodic sod wee peell Iwo•
_de service.

TEASPOON

Week •

'am
"DINNER
woo

vs,59c

with
le eerriti

FORK ;fS, 59csswig„
I=

6.
p.:m01
6
-5IW—
Week DINNER KNIFE 1.59Core
here
Week

TEASPOON

Week

SALAD FORK

UNi eedi

11%
,

a=

59c

Ti. seres dm will to WC el Slices irweisi prises
ask 1 Is ...is Wry we feetwed. lie sekedele
will IN I boss ler s 5155515 II weeks.

easure 1 TURNER'S OR SWIFT'S
t ICE MILK
lA Gallon
er
% LYSOL 19 oz. can
j
A
0
VI NS
DISINFECTANT SPRAY
I HYDE PARK
-__ 79c
I DINNER ROLLS 4 For
WITH THIS C4UPON
AND $7.50 ADOTTioNAL
PURCHASE EXCLUDING
MILK AND TkBACCO
PRODUCTS

4k

LB,
BAG

THRU WEDNESDAY MARCH 9, 1978

JAMES

SONS4

IIAXI-SAVINGS"

11141111111RNET

RESERVE TNE RIOT TO LIMIT 0OANTITIES.

Double
Quality
Stamps
Every
Wednesday

RED - STAYMAN
APPLES
$1.29
WINESAP
$1.00
APPLES
PLUS OCALITY STAMPS FLORIDA
ORANGES

Limit I Coupon Pet Fam,47
ND THURSDAY MARCH 2

Lb.79c

LB 49c

LIVER

LB99t

END CUT
PORK CHOPS
LOIN CUT
PORK CHOPS
REELFOOT RAG

SLICED BACON
FORE - QUARTERS
MUTTON

Lb. $1.99

590 BREAD 5

99c

3Lbs.

BACON

$4

SLICED
COUNTRY HAM
HIND - QUARTERS
MUTTON

Lb.45c

REELFOOT SLICED

10 lb. box

REELFOOT FROZEN

1"

FINE FOR SEASONING
SALT SIDE
BACON
ENDS & PIECES

LB790

LB.

CHOPS

FRESH

AI

AGE

Double
Quality
Stamps
Every
Wednesday

GOOD NORTHERN EATING

LBS.

POTATOES

3Lb. Bag

49c

3 Lb. Ba

49c

5 Lb.Bag

79c

We Accept
U.S.
Government
Food Stamps

NICE FIRM

PTS FOR a
,I
.

AVOCADOS
FRESH MEXICAN
PINEAPPLES
RAW
PEANUTS

TEXAS

Each

59c SPINACH

Each

29c
Lb. 49c

_ _ _ _ Lb.39c

EGG PLANTS
TURNIPS-MUSTARD-COLLARDS
2Bunches
GREENS

U.S. NO. 1 SWEET

ELLOW
CORN

6 69
EARS

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

c

Lb.29c
4k.

We Accept
U.S.
Government
Food Stamps

50 FREE

50 FREE

QUALITY STAMPS

QUALITY STAMPS

QUALITY STAMPS

WITH THE PURCHASE

WITH THE PURCHASE

WITH THE PURCHASE

14-oz. BOTTLE LISTERINE

Tor. CAN GLADE AIR FRESHENER

11-oz. COLGATE SHAVE CREAN

50 FREE

Knoxville

UT-Martin Asks Books ForLibrary
A special project to raise funds
for the purchase of 5,000 new
volumes for the I niversity of
Tennessee at Martin's Paul Meek
Library has been launched b) the
UTM Development Committee
headed by Hard, Graham ut
Union City.
According to Bob G. Cole. liTM
director of development the

project is the largest and most these new, badly-needed volumes
ambitious undertaking to be will provide, Mr. Cole added.
directed by the 24-man voluntary
Named chairman of the special
citizens' group. When suc- projects subcommittee to three!
cessfully completed, it will the
Horace
is
campaign
represent a most significant Dunagan, president of First State
contribution to the campus Bank of Caruthersville and
Every student, faculty member Hayti, Mo. A former U-T Martin
and area citizen will benefit from student, he earned the bachelor's
the increased research tools degree in agriculture at LT

RwayithsmMitrh
a yrovre
ts Mse
gatneda re
lee
rut
Se
Du
Camden, attorney W. Frank
Crawford of Memphis, merchant
Robert Holman of Trenton and
Eighth District Congressman Ed
Jones of Yorkville
Development
UTNI
"The
Committee believes there is no
better way to touch the lives of all
students than through expanded
research facilities such as the
Paul Meek Library," said Mr
Dunagan. "By U.S. I.ibrary

standards, we should have 250,00u
books on our shelves for a student
body of 5,000. Currently there is a
deficiency and our committee
wants to improve this situation."
'The cost of a volume ranges
between $9 and $10, said he-ad
librarian Joel Stowers. In effect,
the development committee is
launching a campaign to raise
more than $45,000 in new
volumes
"It's a big goal," said Mr.
Donegan, "but we are confident
that there ts sufficient support to

help us put this project over the
established goal."
One new source of library
support is coming from individuals and organizations who
to leave books as
wish

Crying Revealing
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the Congress of Phonetic Sciences, has been studying new-born
babies "cry-prints" since the
mid-1960s. He plays the recorded
cries in a machine called a
spectrogram which transla.es
the sound into a pattern on

Page 8

another said of an infant: ••I
don't like the way the baby is
crying.'
"If he cries peculiarly,
chances are there's something
wrong. This can range from serious brain damage to a simple

—A baby's
MONTREAL
speech defect.
cry should be tape-recorded at paper.
"With cry-printing, we now
birth in order to alert physicians
tremendous potential for
"For centuries," said the have
of possible neurological probdetermining the physiological
"m i
lems in the infant, a Miami, phonetics researcher,
pathological conditions of
wives, mothers, nurses or ob- and
Fla.. phonetics specialist says.
the infant."
Dr. Henry Truby, attending stetricians have at one time or
_•-•.^ _••

Weakley County Hospital

MARTIN BUSINESS REVIEW
CITY STATE BANK

City Radiator Shop & Garage MARTIN CARPET CENTER

Martin, Tennessee
109 University
Phone 587-2328 or 587-2330
"Only Bank in Weakley County with main
'office Drive-In Facilities"

Phone 364-2256
Pikeview
DRESDEN, TENN.
James Griffin, Owner
Radiator Repairing — Cleaning — Tune-ups

This is the Bank where every customer is important and
Many changes have taken place
where people come first.
in our living habits during the last 25 years. In banking this
is also true. But at City State Bank in Martin, Tennessee,
they have always held to the one basic principle, to serve
you, their customers, with modern banking services, in a
friendly, kindly manner.
Throughout the many years it has been their good fortune
to provide a continuous banking service and they have found
new ways to assist more and more people in their financial
planning.
They are a member of the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation and your accounts are insured up to $20,000.
Amon the many services offered by City State Bank in
Martin, Tenn., is the making of loans. These loans are available for the farmer, the businessman, individuals and any
group for various worthwhile and constructive purposes.
They are always happy to go over your finacial problems
with you.

Tire Balancing

I
I

Discount Furniture Mart
Harold McMillin, Mgr.
Phone 587-3111
Neal Street
MARTIN, 'TENN.
Discount Furniture Mart is known as headquarters in this
section for the very best in home furnishings. Let them take
care of all your furniture needs at prices that are easy on
today's budget.
They specialize in complete home furnishings and their
floor is stocked with distinctive furniture from nationally
known manufacturers of fine furniture. A complete selection of modern accessories, tables, lamps and pictures
that are a home decorators dream,
Discount Furniture Mart knows that the people of this
area want quality furniture at a price they can afford and
through smart and capable buying, is able to offer it to
them.
This store is making it possible for homemakers in this
and surrounding areas to have tastefully furnished homes.
This store is staffed with sales people who Can help you
in making your selections. You are welcome at any time
to come in and look around. You will find them courteous
and friendly, and you will be proud of the furniture you select
from Discount Furniture Ma:-.

Weakley County Motors
105 Lindell

Phone 587-3141

MARTIN, TENN.
Ford Cars & Trucks Sales & Service
Torino — Maverick & Pinto
A-1 Used Cars & Trucks
Weakley County Motors in Martin has many fine services
to offer. If you don't know how to replace a car, be sure
you know the firm that does your repairing. In very few
fields is the integrity of the man as important as in car
repairing. This company has built up a reputation for integrity in this area.
They are equipped to handle all types of repair work.
They have capable, conscientious mechanics and they Use
They will
only the best equipment and authorized parts.
check over your car and give you a reliable estimate a*
to the cost of putting it back in the first-class shape. Remember no one knows your car like a Ford service man.
Weakley County Motors is your authorized Ford dealer
Stop by their showroom at 105 Lindell in
for this area.
Martin and see the many wonderful things that a new Ford
car or truck has in store for you. Or you may select from
their fine display of A-I used cars.
Be sure to see the remarkable new Torino's, Mavericks,
Pintos, and Mustangs designed to be totally different and
to give you much riding and driving pleasure.

WEAKLEY COUNTY
MASTER TIRE SERVICE
401 Nelson

Phone 364-3631

DRESDEN, TENN.
L. C. Crews, Mgr.
Tire Sales - Service for Business - Industry
& Motorist - Deko Shock Absorbers - Sales
Installation
Weakley County Master Tire Service in Dresden has confarmsistently saved the motorists and business firms and
ers of this area many dollars by ()Marin a tire service
CI,
does
only
Not
which stands out as the best in the city.
firm do the finest of recapping and handle the the best grade
of new & used tires available, but all of their sales and services are made with a guarantee of satisfaction, The customer who deals with the Weakley County Master Tire Servict kaows "it
s yid will is valued by this firm.
:aunty and the surrounding areas,
Rent tents of Weak:
Cvi 1/ Master
are indeed n.ir(mai? to haya the WeaSt
Tire Service available to them. This shop offers vulcanizing, recapping and New & Used Tires plus all the services
which we have come to expect from a livewire concern such
as this. You'll find their prices reasonable and their work
is produced quickly. Give them a try the next time you are
In need of their services.

City Radiator Shop and Garage is known throughout this area
as headquarters for radiator repair and other repairs. Conveniently located in Dresden, this shop is equipped with modern
facilities to give you better work.
They offer a guaranteed service in cleaning, re-coring,
repairing and rebuilding radiators and factory authorized
parts are used. Clogged radiators are repaired. Radiator
work that includes scientific cleaning and reconditioning is
done here. This shop is equipped to give fast, dependable
service and when requested they can give fast service on
front end alignment, tire trueing, balancing, tune-ups, brake
work, mufflers, and shocks.
Get their prices first. Estimates cheerfully furnished. It
is a satisfaction to know your work is in good hands. Service
:and quality have made City Radiator Shop and Garage one of
the leading repair shops. Phone them at 364-2256 or drive
,our car or truck in.
.

MARTIN BAKERY &
COFFEE SHOP
Phone 587-4206
305 Lindell
Billie Roberts & Frank Campbell, Owners
From experience we have learned that the Martin Bakery
Billie
and Coffee Shop at Martin serve the finest in food. Mr.
come
Roberts and Frank Campbell, owners, invite you to
the fine
often and enjoy the good food, prompt service and
Bakery.
pastries and doughnuts at the Martin
They strive at all times to see that only the best is served
cater
their customers. The atmosphere is friendly and they
and
to discriminating folks who want the best in good food
Lin305
at
friends
your
meet
pastries. It is traditional to
doughdell in Martin for a good (-up of coffee and delicious
nuts.
sucSo far the best in food, good sitrvice and pleasant
roundings, we would suggest that you visit Martin Bakery
here
and Coffee Shop often. Take your family and friends
for a good meal Just a short drive from home.
_

WEAKLEY COUNTY
FENCE COMPANY
OVERTON CONSTRUCTION CO.
Phone 587-1555
114 North McComb
MARTIN, TENN.
Bill Stout. Owner — Chain Link - Wood &
Farm Fencing — Financing Arranged — Also
FHA & VA & Conventional Building —
Real Estate — Swimming Pool Construction.
is
Weakley County Fence Co. & Overton Construction
they supply.
known far and wide for the high quality fence
conleading
They are well and favorable known with the
because of the
tractors, builders, home owners and industry
!a buildservices
their
for
Also
quality fence they furnish.
pool coning, real estate, loan brokerage, and swimming
struction.
their
Business, indusiry and homeowners know that when
Fence or OverJob is contracted for with Weakley County
delays, inconveniton Construction Co., there will be no
satisfactory service.
ences, slighting of quality or lack of
short, they enQuft:ity is their most important product. In
line in this part
joy the satisfaction of being leaders in this
of the state. Call 587-1555 for estimates.
to advise
Those in charge of this firm are fully competent
problems. They will be
you in your fence, gate or building
completed
been
have
which
more than glad to show you jobs
and to assist
where their products and services were used
you with your plans.
of using
Let us suggest that you investigate the advantages
pleased to have them
their services and products. We a-..!
represented in this annual ousiness review.

MARTIN MOBILE HOMES
Phone 587-2681
Fulton Highway
TENN.
MARTIN,
H. L Garner, Owner — Distributor for
Atlantic Mobile Homes. Also Dealer for
Horse & Cattle Trailers.
We all know the wisdom of buying products where we can
secure service for the product we buy. Martin Mobile Homes,
located on the Fulton Highway in Martin have the sales and
service for many nationally advertised brands of mobile
homes and they service what they sell. We believe it will
pay you to see these fine mobile homes, both new and used,
before you buy elsewhere.
No matter what the size of your family is, they have the
mobile home to fit your family and your purse. These modern 'homes on wheels* are the answer to the housing shortage and to carefree living. They are dealers for the Atlantic
Mobile Home which are made in Henry.
Visit their lot and pick out the mobile home of your choice.
Trim, compact and comfortable, you can buy and finance a
mobile home with the payments spread out over a period
to best suit your convenience. You are welcome to go in
and just look around.
Their courteous staff will be glad to show you their splendid line. Join the many who enjoy living in lovely mobile
homes. This is also the only dealership in this area for the
fine Hale line of horse and cattle trailers-Texas made.

120 Main

Phone 587-6532

MARTIN, TENN.

118 Sterling

any
There is nothing more important to the progress of
community than a modern hospital such as the Weakley
Presided over by those who
County Hospital in Martin.
have made a special stncly of the needs of the afflicted, they
make use of their
serve those who are fortunate enough to
services with the best of care and medical attention.
The very finest of equipment, careful nursing and the
most able professional services are at your disposal when
a patient of the Weakley County Hospital. They feature
general hospital service and are prepared to take care of
emergency cases.
Nurses are well trained, food is nourishing and is prepared under the supervision of trained dieticians. Patients
are assured of watchful care.
It is with pleasure that we include Weakley County Hospital in our review of the Martin area and we wish to call
your attention to the fine work done by this institution.

Lowell KendalL Mgr.
Masland, Milliken, Barwick Brands of Carpet.
ing. Vinyl Wall Coverings — Wallpaper —
Pittsburgh Paints
Select your floor coverings fron one of the largest selections
In the area, the Martin Carpet Center at Kirttn, Tennessee.
Here you may see the most comprehensive grouping of
style and color from leading carpet mills.
Martin Carpet Center brings you these fabulous carpets
at moderate prices. Beautiful rugs tailored to fit your home
and your budget. Many of your decorating needs may be filled
at this store, free booklets pert installation and estimates
at no obligation to you on all floor and wall coverings and
also paints.
You may select carpeting with luxury in coloring. For
genuine quality, for floor coverings that are 'fashion right',
in pattern and texture, visit the show rooms of Martin Carpet
Center in Martin, Tenn. They can give you surprisingly
low estimates at no obligation.

BIG STAR SUPER MARKET
115 Lovelace Avenue Phone 587-8282
MARTIN, TENN.
Complete Line of Groceries - Meats - Produce
Every community has an outstanding grocery store where
the wise housewife can realize tremendous savings on food
for her family. In Martin, Tenn., the thrifty shopper goes to
Big Star Super Market. The shelves and counters are filled
with a variety of high quality food products that will make
the menu planning a pleasure.
The manager of Big Star in Martin, selects the vary best,
that the market affords in choice meats, fresh frulte, vegetables arid high quality canned goods. You can do your shopping with the utmost confidence, knowing that your dollar will
stretch more at this store. Shop Big Star for all your grocery
needs.
You will find low, low prices all through the stores every
day in the week. So, no matter how you look at it, shopping
at Big Star Super Market will give you quality, variety and
economy. Do as so many of your neighbors do about their
grxery needs-visit this store in Martin, Tenn.

BRUCE
BUSINESS INSTITUTE
308 Poplar

Martin, Tennessee

Phone 587-4911

MARTIN, TENN.
Grace Bruce, Owner
Accounting & Secretarial Courses
New College-Speedwriting - Short-Hand
Course- Typing — Day & Night Classes
Prepare for the best positions in private business and Civil
Service through the facilities of the Bruce Business Institute.
For a well rounded business course, we heartily recommend this school. Courses are planned to meet your individual requirements and at reasonable tuition rates. All
student work is supervised by able instructors and all instruction conforms to modern methods of business. They
are now equipped to teach adults who haven't finished college
school, also their facilities enable them to teach college
drop-outs and state rehabilation students.
Day or night classes may be arranged and here you are
assured of any complete course in most any subject you
may wish. They give you a definite training along definite
lines for definite purposes. And all instruction is on an individual basis.
They offer an effective employment service for which there
is no charge. Graduates of this school are now happily employed and would recommend the courses offered by Bruce
Phone 587-4911 for information and
Business Institute.
schedules.

Latham Appliance Center
Phone 799-4192
Broadway
LATHAM, TENN.
Jerald McNatt, Owner
Maytag & Amana Appliances
"Radarange" The New Mirro-Wave Oven
Within the last few years the electrical store has develri,, dly
oped
and
Latham Appliance Center has
They have added to their stock
kept pace_ with them all.
until now they are equipped to supply just about everything
in the line of appliances. The people of this area have come
to know that Latham Appliance Center will stand back of
their work with a guarantee of service, red carpet service.
Their service department is modernly equipped with the
All parts used are genuine facvery latest in equipment.
tory parts and their repair men are skilled. All work is
prompt and reliable and this shop's prices are honest,
Latham Appliance Center is your distributor for many
leading makes of appliances, such as Maytag and Amana
washers, dryers, dishwashers, disposers, freezers, refrigerators and air conditioners.
The policy of this store is to supply you with the best in
service and appliances. This has been responsible for their
reputation as one of the leading appliance stores. Stop in
on your next trip to town and look over their fine floor display. The address is Broadway in Latham.

Mw

To
MURRAY, Ky.
Kentucky oil indu
dicated support for
petition campaign
proposed Increase
gasoline tax.
The action follow
nature drive in tt
Kentucky city, wbe
000 names were
barely a week.
In a related 'tali
legislator said he
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g
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of MARTIN

The rare combination of quality, style and economy has
made Town & Campus Shop in Martin a favorite. The shopper, as she looks about, will impreciate the significance of
nationally famous brands of meechandise, knowing that she can
shop here with confidence.
Every trading area has one style shop for women that
stands out, and we believe that in Martin and surrounding
leader for years.
areas Town & Campus Shop has been a
tie management and personnel at this store consider it a
pleasure to serve you. Why not do as so many of your neighbors do, make it a habit to shop at Town & Campus Shop
located at Martin.
Many of your shopping needs can be filled here. Be a wise
shopper, make Town & Campus Shop your headquarters for
You'll like the style, quality and the
the latest fashions.
famous name brands. The ladies of the surrounding towns
are welcome at Town & Campus Shop. They will be happy
to fit you.

THE FASHION CORNER
Phone 587-3181
MARTIN,'TENN.
Julia Fisher, Owner & Operator

114 Lovelace

A Friendly Place to Shop
For The Latest In Fashions
It would be a mistake indeed to shop in Martin without
visiting the Fashion Corner located at 114 Lovelace. This
store is a "must' on your list.
Customers enjoy the feeling of satisfaction when shopping
here, knowing they are getting true values at prices within
today's budget. Quality is high and the sales staff at The
Fashion Corner take pride in serving you with courtestY.
The buyers at this modern shop have selected the stock
with care and rare judgement, with the idea in mind of giving
the shopper the greatest possible values and still keep you
fashionably dressed. Merchandise at this store represents
nationally known manufacturers.
Shoppers are aware of
this fact and have learned to look over this fine line of
unusual offerings.
It is therefore, quite proper that we include The Fashion
Corner in our edition as one of Martin's leading experts
of style and value,
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Akin- Jackson Motor Co.
Phone 587-2695
Dresden Highway
MARTIN. 'TENN.
Clean Used Cars At Two Locations
Akin -Jackson Motor Co. in Martin, Tenn., are proud of the
used car values they are offering to the residents of NorthWestern Tennessee. They have the reputation of offering
clean, dependable used cars and they intend to guard this
reputation by continuing to offer only the best. This dealer
has sold many cars to the public since he has been in business.
Their code of ethics has, and always will be to give all
they can for what they get. This company always insists
that the prospective purchaser test drive the car of his
choice. For this reason you get used cars at rock-bottom
prices and you will find that this is a safe place to start
Many makes and models are
looking for that used car.
available here and you will find many one-owner cars to
of fine cars on hand at all
stock
select from. They carry a
times. So, when you need that second car go to Akin-Jackson Motor Co. in Martin, They will be most happy to help
you.

MOON'S
TV Sales & Service
Phone 587-2316
520 Elm
MARTIN, TENN.
Buster Moon, Owner — Dealer For Zenith
Complete Antenna Installations
Today, television offers more educational and recreational facilities than any other invention. In this fast moving
world we owe it to ourselves to keep abreast of the latest
news and developments which come to us by way of television and radio.
Moon's TV Sales and Service in Martin is a good example
of a modern, up-to-date T.V sales and service headquarters.
They are the authorized sales and service for Zenith. In
color or black and white. They can service all makes of
TV,'a should you need It.
Buster Moon, the owner, is thoroughly experienced in this
highly specialized field and his shop has the latest modern
equipment.
The service offered at Moon's T V. Sales & Service is
thorough and reliable. Whether you need a new TV, or need
service, we suggest you can do no better than to contact this
firm by calling 587-2316 or go by and look over the new
Zenith's at $20 Elm in Martin.
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Murray Petitions Start Move
To Oppose Gasoline Tax Hike
MURRAY, Ky.
— The
Kentucky oil industry has indicated support for a statewide
petition campaign against a
proposed increase in the state
gasoline tax.
The action follows a brief signature drive in this southwest
Kentucky city, where nearly 3,000 names were collected in
barely a week.
In a related action, a Murray
legislator said he will introduce

substitute revenue measures jobbers,
inquiring about a petithat would eliminate both the tion
campaign since the petiproposed two-cents-a-gallon gaso- tions began circulating at Murline tax increase and the pro- ray service stations on Feb. 11.
posal to abolish the sales tax on
Maxedon said jobbers tell
food without reducing state inhim their customers are comcome.
ing in to sign petitions.
Flooded With Calls
Maxedon said the council,
Tom Maxedon, executive director of the Kentucky Petro- which represents the oil inleum Council, said in Louisville dustry in Kentucky, is instructhis office has been flooded with ing jobbers to make petitions
calls from Kentucky gasoline available, "and if they can't do
it, we'll do it for them."

r women that
d surroundine
.• r for years.
consider it a
.1 your neighCampus Shop
re. Be a wise
dquartera for
uality and the
oundbig towns
will be happy

amendment to the gasoline tax
legislation next week.
Proposes Alternativee
He proposes to:
VS Names On Petition
—Eliminate the gasoline tax
State Rep. Kenneth C. Imes, increase.
D-Murray, said 976 names were
—Eliminate a proposal to recollected on unpublicized peti- move the sales tax
from food.
tions circulated Feb. 11-12.
—Provide for a sales tax reThen, the city's gasoline dis- bate for food purchases
for lowtributors ran a newspaper ad- income families.
vertisement Feb. 15, saying, in
Imes said rebating the food
part, "Don't you think gasoline
sales tax to low-income famihas been taxed enough?", and
lies only would preserve $40
asking for signatures.
Rudy Lovett, the Gulf Oil dis- million anually that would be
tributor in Murray, said 2,980 lost with a general elimination

Storey Sawmill
& Lumber Co. Inc.

Storey Sawmill S., Lumber Co., Inc. pays the top of the
market for logs and timber. Get in touch with them and
take advantage of their service and prices.
To aid in the building of any city or community it is
necessary that the various business concerns of that city
provide adequate outlet for the products of the section
affected. Diversified farming plays a great part in the
prosperity of any community and this company has boosted
and aided the farmer In every way possible. Here is a
market where the producers may dispose of logs and timber
to the best advantage which means a real service to the
whole community. Top market prices are paid and the
producer gets more than if he shipped elsewhere.
Our readers who have logs and timber to dispose of will
do well to get in touch with Storey Sawmill & Lumber
Co., Inc. and take advantage of their service.

BROWN SHOE COMPANY
North 5th

Phone 885-3051
UNION CITY, TENN.
Wholesalers & Manufacturers of Shoes

Brown Shoo Company of Union CIO. has become
an
important factor in the business and industrial development of this area.
They are members of your community and contribute
to its support and progress.
Brown Shoe Co. is known the world over for their high
quality shoes. The factory is equipped with the proper
machinery for this production. Many years of experienc
e
in their field has won for them a place in industrial
progress. They continue to improve their factory and machinery to grow and progress with the community.
They are your neighbors-your friends in building your
hometown and your community into a better place in which
to live. We are happy to include them in our Review of
Union City,
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1229 South Russell
Phone 885-2711
UNION CITY, TENN.
CHAS, C. BUTLER. OWNER
Prescription Specialists
A good drug storegr9sontptti3cjpl,94hih standard
and quality, customer salisiaclidn ind more value for your
money. One that especailly stands out is Pleasant Valley
Drug Co. located in Union City, Tenn.
Many residents of this area make this drug store their
headquarters for
many lines, when shopping. Pleasant
Valley Drug Co. carries a complete line of fresh drug
stock, sick room supplies and many values in related items
that are a main part of their business.
This store offers the professional services of a trained
Pharmacist and trained sales people to assist you with your
needs and to give prompt service to your needs and
prescriptions.
This Drug Store is homeowned and operated by Charles
C Butler who, as a local business man takes an active
interest in the community he serves.
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of sales tax on food.
This, he said, would more
than offset the expected income
from the gasoline tax increase.
Further, Imes said, he would
specify that in the second year
of the biennium $9 million be
allocated to the cities accomplishing the same objective
Gov. Wendell Ford Indicated
could be accomplished by turning back %-cent of the tax increase to cities.
Talked With Constituents
Imes said he is acting after
requesting views of his constitutents on both the removal
of the sales tax on food and the
gasoline tax.
He said he received 80 letters
on the sales tax and 78 opposed
removal because they felt the
tax would simply be made up

Fulton, Ky.
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somewhere else,
He said he received 50 letters
on the gasoline tax, with 48 opposing.
"It is my contention that we
will pay more for groceries if
the sales tax is removed,"
Imes said,
He contended grocers will be
forced to replace checkout machines to handle both taxable
and nontaxable items. He said
bookkeeper and checkout personnel must be better qualified
and, therefore, must be paid
higher salaries.
For an average store with
three checkout lanes, he said
the grocer's overhead will increase by $13,000, "and the only
way he can break even will be
to substantially increase the

price of the groceries and
goods he sells. In all probability, our groceries will cost substantially more with the sales
tax removed.
"It's not going to save the
people of Kentucky a penny,
not a single dime."
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UNION CITY BUSINESS REVIEW
RIVES - TROY RD.
PHONE 932-3345
TROY, TENN.
L. D. & Gerald Storey, Owners & Operators
We Buy All Species of Hardwoods - South
Central Area. Logs & Lumber - Out-Of-State
Inquiries Invited.
—New Modern Saw Mill Building —

economy has
e. The shopignificruice of
g that she can

signatures had been collected
through Monday.
Imes said he would introduce
his legislation in the form of a
resolution and a proposed

Phone 885-1600

UNION CITY, TENN.
"The Horn* of Daily Interest on your Savings"
"Trying Harder to Serve You Better"
The Farmers Exchange Bank has served the community
with uninterrupted service without any loss to any of its
depositors. ft is guided by local officers, with a board
of directors composed of local businessmen who are interested in the continued progress of the corwriunity.
This bank is a member of the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation and your deposits are insured up to $20,000.
The continued success and growth of the Farmers Exchange Bank is contingent upon the continued success and
growth of the area it serves. Community problems are
this bank's problems. Residents of this area, as highly
important members of the community, are highly important
to the Farmers Exchange Bank.
This bank is in a position to offer complete banking
service, real estate loans and offering financial aid and
advice based on their experience. It is the aim of this
bank never to grow so large that the problems of their
smallest depositors will fail to seem important to them.
Farmers Exchange Bank would rather be known as the
friendliest bank in this area, than to be known as the
largest bank in the state.

THE SINGER COMPANY
116 South First

Phone 885-3031

UNION CITY. TENN.
Sales - Service - Parts - Rentals - A Wide Variety of Sewing Machines at a Wide Range of
Prices.
There are many Singer Sewing Centers in the United
States and all are fully equipped to serve the women who
sew. We are served in this area by the Center located e
116 South 1st In Union City, Tennessee.
With the introduction of the newSinger you have a machine
made with the same care and craftmanship that have been
the mark of Singer quality. The new Singer is a product
of this pride and is designed as a smooth running machine
of tomorrow that will amaze and thrill you with its versatility and ease of operation.
This is a machine that does everything, quilts, embroiders, works buttonholes, sews on buttons, does work,
monograming, etc.
The manager of the Singer Co. in Union City, urges
you to utilize all the ads-ice features and combine them
with your own skill to discover a new world of sewing
experience.
Ask for a demonstration. See how easy to sew for yourself—your family, Make a multitude of items for your
home at a fraotion of the readymade cost.
Remember, you are entitled to sewing lessons when you
become a Singer owner, and repair service is as near as
your phone. Call 885-3031.

Phone 885-5541
UNION CITY,TENN.
"General Tires Goes A Long Way To
Make Friends".

There are many ways of keeping your auto, truck, bus
and farm tractor operating expenses down and one of
them
Is by reliable tire service.
Reynolds Brothers Tire Co. Inc., does expert tire service
in recapping and villeanizing, wheel alignment and balancing.
They use a system of tire repair invaluable to motorists
,
farmers and truckers. Satisfaction is guaranteed with their
background of experience plus the proper equipment
and,
they have been able to save thetractor,truck and car owner
not only money, but in the safety of operating their cars,
trucks and tractors.
This is also headquarters for General Tires.
Courteous, prompt and efficient service at all times is
responsible for the popularity of Reynolds Brothers
Tire
Co. Inc.
When in Union City, stop in for expert tire repair
and
service with a smile, or phone 885-5541, for on the farm
or on the road service. Terms to fit your budget-wholesale and retail, top trade-low prices.

ARCHIE'S
LIVESTOCK BARN
'Union City Highway

South Fulton, Tenn.
Phone 479-2191
Res. Phone 885-0703
Every day we buy and sell livestock. We are
In the market for Feeder Pigs and all typs of
Hogs and Cattle

Make sure your livestock company will do
the best
possible job for you by calling upon the services of
Archie's
Livestock Barn in South Fulton.
There are significant differences among livestock
firms,
Just as there are always differences its the livestock
markets.
Archie's Livestock Barn in South Fulton isone
of the most
reliable and you will find real advantages in calling
upon
the services of this company. When you cosign
livestock
to this firm, you can always depend upon getting
the best
market value for your Hvestock.
This company has assisted materially in the
growti
and expansion of this particular livestock area and
haw
been partially responsible for the renewed interest
in livestock production in this part of the country.
For personal attention, for the best in market
prices,
we suggest that you turn your livestock over to
this reliable company.

WHITBY'S MUSIC STORE
126 South First

Phone 885-0773

UNION CITY, TENN.
Kimball and Wurlitzer Pianos and Organs Gretsch Guitars - Slingerland Drums - Amplifiers - Tapes - Sheet Music, Instruction.
Also service on instruments.
Whitby's Music Store is dedicated to serving the needs
of music lovers. What could be more appreciat
ed as a
gift for your family or for }ourself anytime of the
year
than an instrument of your choice.
Whitby's Music Store can furnish this instrumen
t from
nationally advertised makes of pianos, organs, band and
string instruments.
This shop has sheet music for the teacher, the pupil
and have or can get for you special sheet music for programs or entertainments.
Whitby's is your complete music store. You can purchase your instrument here and be assured of getting
the
best of service for it and complete service and instructio
ns
in guitar, organ, piano, and drum. For stereos, tapes and
amplifiers, and accessories for all occassions, you
will
find a very complete stock. It will be to your
advantage
to drop in and get acquainted and look over the fine
selections of musical supplies. The address is 126
S. 1st
Street. They have a modern store to serve you and
they
have one of the largest selections in Union City. Visit
them soon and shop for your music needs while
the stock
is most complete.

United Monument Works

WOODY'S STOCK YARDS

2 Mi. S. of Reelfoot Shopping Center
On Hway.45 W.South
Phone 246-2121
UNION CITY, TENN.
McCutchen's Monuments—Markers - Mausoleums. Buy Direct & Save Agents or Middle
Man's Commissions — One of West Tenn.
Oldest & Largest

OLD HWAY. 51
PHONE 932-3558
TROY,TENN.
Bob Woody, Dealer & Raiser of Charolais &
Charolais—Crosses - Champion Bulk.
Charolais - The kind of cattle for more beef

When you are facgd with the problem of selecting a
monument or marker you will be wise to visit United
Monument Works, They will courteously help you in selecting
memorials of quality, embodying both durability and good
appearance. You can buy direct and save the salesman or
middle-man's commission.
Here you will find a large selection of finished work
ready to be lettered or you may submit designs and they
will make up your work for you. This company carries
a wide and varied stock on hand at all times, including
bronze markers. The shop is well equipped with the
necessary tools and facilities for creating work of rare
beauty and at prices you can afford to pay. They have
a reputation for service and reliability and have been
serving West Tennessee and surrounding areas with satisfactory and understanding work for many years.
Phone them at 246-2121, or drop them a line at Union
City.

HOLIDAY MOTORS
Highway 51 North
Phone 885-1071
UNION CITY, TENN.
Datsun - The Big Datsun difference is value.
Sedans — Wagons — Sport Cars — Pickups.
We specialize in service.
Horace Alexander, owner
You can save a fistful of money at your friendly Datsun
dealer in Union City. You save on the purchase price,
on maintenance, repairs gasoline, oil and tires. These
are reasons for stopping in at Holiday Motors in Union
City, located on Highway 51 North.
This is one of Tennessee's fastest growing dealerships
and they are proud to stress their large, well qualified
service department,
Horace Alexander , as owner, is well known in the
automobile business. He is the authorized Ford dealer
In Martin and has always given satisfaction.
Be sure and stop in at Holiday Motors in Union City.
Let them show and demonstrate the Datsun.

THEN?
1106 South First
Phone 885-2148
UNION CITY, TENN.
E. E. Bishop, owner
larbecue — Short Orders — Sandwiches
Open 10. m. to 10 p. m.Daily.
We would like to call our readers' attention
to The Pit,
located in Union City at 1106 South 1st., convenient
ly located for the people of this particular area.
The Pit
has proven very popular with the folks who want
good
barbecue and also with the crowd who enjoys good
food,
served promptly.
There is a good reason for The Pit being so popular
In this vicinity. The short orders served here
have real
'pulling power" and draw lovers of fine food
for many
miles around.
At The Pit you will find a friendly atmospher
e, those
who serve you are courteous and your orders
receive
immediate attention. The food prepared for
you is of
the finest quality. It isn't often that we find a good
place
to eat where we can get such delicious food, so
temptingly
served.
If you have eaten here, tell your friends about
it. The
management is proud of this establishment and has
reason
to be. He has left nothing undone to make this one
of the
finest and we suggest that you stop by when in the neighborhood for good barbecue.

BROWN'S MEAT PLANT
Dixie & Protemus Rd. Phone 538-2771
3 miles past Dixie School
TROY, TENN.
We make our own whole hog sausage. 57 cents
per pound. Also have whole or half beef at
wholesale prices. Only 9 cents per pound for
Cutting and Wrapping - Custom Slaughtering.
You can save money and time, as well
as the trouble
of all the work at home, by taking your
beef or pork to
Brown's Meat Plant to be slaughtered.
They are equipped
for this type of work, have the most
facilities
and are experts at this work. They sellsanitary
all cuts of meat,
either beef or pork and they make their
own sausage.
Home freezer owners will find the services
most economical and convenient. Here you are relieved
of all the
messy preparation at home and you can turn
your slaughtering over to people who are familiar with
the work and
who can relieve you of all the bother.
Every precaution is taken to give you a
clean job; all
work is done under State rules and regulation
s and inspection. They will slaughter, butcher and process your
meats
according to your directions and will even package
it for
your convenience. Take advantage of this service.
They
have better facilities to give you better service.
Call 538-2771 for estimates and information.

Throughout the many years that Woody's Stock Yards
has been doing business, they have always been most
fair
and honest in their livestock dealings and offered the
farmers and stock raiser a valuable market for purchasing and selling livestock. This company is constantly
concerned with their farmer customer's welfare and they
are proud of the service they are able to offer in the selling
and buying of livestock, and as breeders and dealers
in
Charolais Cattle. If you are in the beef business to make
money, It will pay you to get more information from Bob
Woody on The Popular Charolals. They produce more beef
that feeders and packers look for.
Farmers always know they can rely on the services
they
offer, and know that prices are honest. The farm and the
farmer are the livestock industry and Woody's Stock Yards
strives to keep that foundation strong, not only from the
standpoint of price but also they save the farmer considerable time in the buying and selling of his livestock.
For personal attention to your livestock buying aid
selling we suggest you take advantage of this service in Troy,
Tenn,

Williams Fabric Center
Obion Sq. Shopping Center

Phone 885-1800
UNION CITY, TENN.

Why not do as so many of your friends and neighbors
do about their sewing needs - visit Williams Fabric
Center. Here will be found every sewing need in addition
to spectal lines of yard and piece goods, accessories
and In* °trier sewingneeds,
Here you will find that shopping' at Williams Fabric
Center is easy on today's strained clothing budget. Many
dollars can be saved by sewing for yourself and family
and the complete selection of pretty fabrics and materials
at Williams Fabric Center, This shop makes sewing a
real pleasure. Here you select the materials of the finest
quality and at prices within reach of all, woolens, silks,
bridal gown materials,
Many of your needs can be supplied at this store. The
rare combination of quality and economy has made Williams
Fabric Center one of Union City's most popular. Make
it a habit to shop here for all your sewing needs. They
have the newest in patterns and their selection of fabrics
Is among Tennessee's largest.

UNION CITY PAVING CO.
Martin Highway
Phone 885-0911
UNION CITY, TENN.
L. W. London, Owner
Residential - Commercial Driveways - Parking Lots - Residential Areas. Free Estimates.
Union City Paving Co. have been specialists in asphalt
paving and highway construction. They are also equipped
to do a complete Job in driveways, streets and playgrounds.
Their professional engineering background assures you
of a job well done. Their services and equipment are
geared for all types of large contracts as well as smaller
Jobs.
They take great pride in the part they have played in
our Industrial progress and they look forward to many
more years growing and serving the Tennessee area.
We are happy to include them in our Business and
Industrial Review as a major contributor to the industrial
and economic well-being of our community. As members
of the community they are pledged to offer skill, responsibility and integrity.

Obion County Memorial Gardens
Fulton Highway

Phone 885-5661

Pleasant View Memorial Gardens
Clinton Highway
UNION CITY, TENN.
"That The Beauty of Life May Survive"
High Elevation - Natural Drainage - 100%
Perpetual Care.
•
Kenneth Mathias, Mgr.
°Won County Memorial Gardens and Pleasant
View are
both under the capable management of
Ken Mathias and
they are both famous for immaculate 100%
perpetual care,
programs, which has resulted In the two most
beautiful
cemeteries in this area. They offer,
among other fine
services, pre-need planning and Mr.
Mathias
associates can make suggestions on selecting and his
a family
plot, best adaptable to your specific
needs. Ample accommodations for the years to come, with
high elevation
and natural drainage and infallible maintenan
ce. Located
in a quiet peaceful atmosphere, along with
the economy,
has made these gardens the preference
of those who plan
the years ahead for themselves and their
families,
Mr. Mathias or one of his staff is
always in attendance to show you over the gardens. If you
have not chosen
your plot, It would be wise to give it
immediate attention
and consideration, Let them help you
and show you how
desirable °Mon County Memorial Gardens
and Pleasant
View Memorial Gardens are, We are
happy to have them
participate in our Business Review as
cemeteries, that the beauty of life may beautiful scenic
survive in natural
surroundings.

Fulton, Ky.

ift WAD

During this once-a-year event, most
Magnavox models are substantially
price-reduced: Save up to $151 on
Color Stereo Theatres. . up to $101 on
fine furniture Color TV. . . up to $102
on Stereo consoles . . . up to $80 on
Stereo Component Systems Save on
Monochrome TV, Tape Recorders and
Radios, too. All have the built-in performance and reliability that have
made Maanavox a leader in the field of
finest quality electronics for over 60
years!

...on each of these Total Automatic Color consoles!
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SAVE s 51
...on this handsomely crafted
Magnavox Astro-Sonic
Stereo. FM/AM Radio Phonograph that looks just as great
as it sounds.

Early AmeriMediterranean styling -model 3673.
Provincial, too.
French
Classic.
Italian
can, Modern,

NOW

Any one of these exceptional Magnavox Annual Sale
values will let you kick the annoying TV tuning habit.
TAC is a complete electronic system that automatically keeps flesh tones natural and pictures sharp.
no
There's no more jumping up to adjust controls .
more green or purple faces. Their Matrix Picture Tube
has a black substance surrounding each color dot—
resulting in better picture contrast, sharper, brighter
pictures. And their Magna -Power Chassis uses predominantly solid-state components for improved performance and greater reliability. See them now!

448

Early American
model 6334

Early American-model 3672. Modern, Italian Classic, French Provincial, Mediterranean styling, too.

Contemporary -model 6332

Mediterranean styling

ALSO SAVE'51

model 6336
AmariItalian Classic-model 3675. Modern, Early
too.
can, French Provincial, Mediterranean styling,

on convenient 4-function UHF /VHF remote
control-available in Contemporary
and Mediterranean styles

Mcagnamircsc

NOW '528
1

French Provincial -model 3674. Italian Classic,
Modern, Early American, and Mediterranean, too.

SAVE

/AM
s2 on Stereo FM
Radio System model 1717 with 10-Watts
ional
EIA music power, two omni-direct
Air -Suspension Speakers that project
dial.
sound to a full 360', plus black -out
And you'll enjoy great sound Mc°

Mediterranean styling -model 3426
Contemporary and Early American styles are also available

Solid-State Stereo FM/AM Radio-Phonograph
If you've always wanted a Magnavox, but thought you couldn't afford one
-come in now and see how wrong you've been' Although modestly priced, quality isn't sacrificed. This Annual Sale value offers you 15-Watts
a
EIA music power, two 8" Bass Woofers and two 5" treble speakers, plus
precision automatic player. Even record storage. And, it's as pleasing to
Hear it „ . and SAVE!
the eye as it is to the ear. See it

SAVE $51 NOW $248
Open 8: am to 5: pm
Mon. Thru Sat.

NOW S14995.

SAVE sS

on FM /AM digital clock
radio model 1 ,o2 with illuminated radio
dial and flip -type clock, switchable
'NA /AFC, wake-to-music and wake-to 'm controls, plus a convenient AM and
PM 24-hour alarm set. See it now'

NOW

3995

LAST WEEK!
SALE ENDS
MAR.4

WADE TELEVISION
45-51 By -Pass Fulton, Kentucky

YOUR CHOICE OF
FOUR STYLES

NOW $328

The best of two worlds-uncompromised sound
(Magnavox has been making great sounds for
over 60 years) . . . plus exquisite styling. This exceptional Annual Sale value has 20-Watts EIA
music power, two high -efficiency 10" Bass
Woofers,two 1,000 Hz. Exponential Horns, plus a
Micromatic record player. Even record storage and
provisions for optional tape equipment. Also save
on Color TV, other Stereo Consoles and
Component Systems, Radios, Tape Recorders and Monochrome TV.

Free
Parking

